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Ergonomics, function
and quality
Our clothes are innovative in several ways. We put a lot of thought
into function and ergonomics. The two terms go hand in hand;
clothes that are ergonomically correct are also more functional.
Our products both feel good and look good.
For many years, working clothes have been associated
with tool vests and large trouser pockets. But carrying
the whole tool box around soon wears out shoulders
and hips, with resulting numbness in arms and legs. We
aim to prevent physical stress injuries by distributing
the weight of tools, measuring instruments, nails and
screws, etc. A clever and flexible carrying system makes
work safer, more efficient and more fun.
Work clothes have to withstand a lot of hard wear. We
use strong proven materials for our clothes and subject
them to rigorous scrutiny. The details on our garments
look great but, also, they always serve a purpose. Areas
that are especially exposed to wear are, for example,
reinforced. You can read more about these details further on in the catalogue. See them as a guarantee for
durability and feeling your best at work.

tive appearance. Every worker is a representative of the
company to the outside world.
Life is also much more than the job and the boundary between work and leisure is becoming ever more
blurred. Many of our garments are also well-suited to
use after the day’s work has ended.
PLEASURE
If you have fun, you improve. The clothes we work with
make a big difference to our job satisfaction and efficiency. Creating job satisfaction is probably the best
investment an employer can make. People who enjoy
working develop both themselves and the company
they work for. Feeling well-dressed and, above all, correctly dressed makes work easier and more pleasurable.

New times place new demands. The line between different tasks and occupational categories is starting to
disappear. Flexibility, personality and professionalism
are new demands. One of our basic design principles is
that the clothes you work in should have a representa-
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Build your team spirit and
communication with colour!
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Uniform profiled work clothes at the Company does not express only for environment
that you belong to the same company, it also creates cohesion and team spirit within the
company which is quite important. Projob have many different colours to choose from and
we always try to ensure that the colour matching is the same whether it is a t-shirt, sweatshirt,
work trousers or jacket. By selecting just your colour combination and then profile the work
clothes with printing or embroidery, you can create your unique concepts or team spirit.
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Materials
COTTON
Cotton is a soft and comfortable natural material. It insulates and ventilates. One of cotton’s advantages is that it
does not melt when exposed to flames and sparks and
that it is difficult to set fire to. Our heavy-duty cotton
twill is extra sturdy and durable. This is possible because
we ourselves are involved in and direct development
from fibre to final production.
POLYESTER/COTTON
The combination of cotton and polyester have proven
perfect for making long-lasting garments. The breathability of cotton combined with the durability and colourfastness of polyester make garments in polyester/
cotton keep their shape and colour longer. Clothes in
polyester/cotton are therefore an excellent choice for
hard work that places great demands on both the wearer and the garments.

Cordura® is DuPont’s brand of extremely durable polyamide material. It is three times as strong as standard
polyamide, up to seven times as strong as cotton and
yet is fine and supple. We use it primarily as reinforcement in places that are exposed to hard wear.

ProDry™ are the materials you wear closest to your skin.
They transport moisture and allow it to pass to the outer
layer. With ProDry™ there you don’t have to have damp
and cold garments next to your body.

Pro Thermal™ are the materials that afford effective insulation against both heat and cold. The materials detect and dispose of surplus heat at the same time that
they keep out unneeded cold. Pro Thermal™ keeps
body temperature at an even and pleasant level all day.
Pro Vent™ are the materials with high breathability. They
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let out moisture and superfluous heat. They withstand
rain, snow and wind. Pro Vent™ are resilient, protective
materials worn on the very outside.

Pro Tec™ are the materials that afford effective protection against exterior effects. They are very resistant to
wear and to tearing. Pro Tec™ is suited to extremely
strenuous work in rough environments.

VENT AIR® is wind and waterproof with breathability.
VENT AIR® keeps the body dry and cool while protecting against the forces of weather. The material consists
of three-component high-tech weave, a functional material with a coating on the inside and a water-repellent
treatment on the outside.

Thinsulate insulation works by trapping air molecules
between you and the outside. The more air a material
traps in a given space, the greater its insulating value.
Because the micro fibers in Thinsulate insulation are far
finer than other fibers, they trap more air in less space,
which naturally makes it a better insulator. So we haven’t
repealed the laws of nature with our thin insulation;
we’ve simply obeyed them better – to your advantage.
Features:
• Breathable
• Moisture-resistant
• Both machine washable and dry-cleanable

NANO-TEX™ is a fabric that simultaniously works to reject and remove stains. By applying this new technology
on the garments, you don’t have to compromise on the
comfort or function to achieve this quality. The result is
that we can now combine the softness of cotton and still
keep our garments clean with that fresh feeling.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
One nanometer is one billionth of a meter. This is approximately the equivalent of the size of three to five
atoms. By changing the molecular structure in the fibers
we have created a fabric that result in fantastic features
and outstanding comfort. We are the first to use the
Nano technology in our work wear range which without
a doubt will be standard necessity in our industry.

NANO-TEX™ – BENEFITS
Compared to normal workwear garments, the revolutionary NANO-TEX™ weave has multiple ways to prevent and fight stains. Each and every fiber has been
transformed to feature a long lasting, hard wearing and
exceptionally functional products.
Features:
• Makes it easier to remove stains
• Long lasting protection
• Remains clean and fresh longer
• Naturally soft and comfortable
• Breathable
With the Nano Technology, ProJob has taken a further
step in the process of developing products, for the purpose of satisfying the needs and demands in the work
wear industry.

Material details

YKK is a market-leading brand in zippers. The products
are of high quality and set the standard for other players
in the market.

3M Scotchlite™ person reflex material makes you extra
visible when it’s dark and the view is bad. The material
reflects bright white when it’s lit up by the headlights of
a vehicle, also when the wearer stands beside the road.
3M Scotchlite reflex material for protective garments
exceeds the highest reflex category of the European
standards for reflective protective garments, EN471, as
well as all strict, standardised tests.

Coats epic has set a new standard in the thread market. It consists of a core of polyester fibre around which
is spun yet another polyester fibre. The combination
makes for a thread with maximal tensile strength, which
results in seams with extreme durability.

Duraflex is the trade mark of the high-quality buckles
used in ProJob clothes, belts and carrying systems.
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We work for those
who work for us!
We have the possibility to contribute and make a difference through our global operations.
ProJob is a part of New Wave Group.
New Wave Group is working with social and environmental sustainability under the term
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility). As our customer, you are supporting this work.

WE LIKE SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
New Wave Group believes in classic design and good quality products - a concept that will never be out-offashion. We hope you will enjoy our products for a long time. All products can be customized to your precise
demand, which is a good way to ensure long-lasting use and sustainable consumption.
It is important to New Wave Group that our products are safe and free from restricted chemicals. New Wave
Group is a member of the Swedish Chemicals Group at Swerea IVF to receive the most updated information
on legislation and developments. This supports our active work to reduce and replace chemicals in line with
best available technique. All our suppliers must follow the requirements in our Restricted Substance List.
The list has been designed in accordance with legislations such as REACH, but also taking into account
industry recommendations and standards. As a result, our requirements are often stricter than the applicable
legislation.

IMPROVING WORKING CONDITIONS
New Wave Group is never far away from the manufacturing of our products. Being represented on site
enables us to have a close partnership with our suppliers and to actively monitor their business operations.
We have a CSR-team, which consists of full-time staff dedicated to visit our suppliers, monitor and support
them with various social and environmental topics.
As a member of BSCI, New Wave Group has adopted the BSCI Code of Conduct. It contains requirements
on minimum wage, working hours and the prohibition of child labour, among several other requirements
from international conventions like to ILO Conventions and the Declaration of Human Rights. New Wave
Group has a commitment towards BSCI to engage our suppliers in third party examination by independ¬ent
auditors. Having both internal and external audits is a quality assurance to us. We strive for constant
improve¬ments and continuous development.
New Wave Group is a signatory member of the pioneering Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh.
The Accord is a binding contract between brands, international and local trade unions and NGOs. Its aim is
to make all garment factories in Bangladesh safe workplaces, which includes a program of safety inspections
and a commitment to ensure that the necessary repairs and renovations are carried out. The Accord will
have significant impact on the daily lives of millions of textile workers in Bangladesh. We are proud to be a
part of this project.
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MORE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
New Wave Group has two main strategies to decrease our environmental impact and to cut our emission of greenhouse
gases. First of all, we must influence the transportation companies that we are working with. Our membership in
“Clean Shipping Index” aims to impact the shipping companies to use cleaner vessels by ranking the most highperforming ships. The Group works with some of the largest transportation companies on the market, all of which
have environmental programs in place for their operations.
Secondly, we always strive to improve our internal logistics and work methods. Within our group of companies, we
club together as much as possible of our shipments and transportations. In addition to protecting the environment,
sustainable solutions can also contribute to the streamlining of our operations.
To learn more about our Code of Conduct and our sustainability work, please visit The New Wave Group’s homepage.
www.nwg.se
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» SAFETY CLOTHES
There are many rules that dictate the characteristics which safety clothes should have. They have
to look a certain way and be of such a quality that
the appearance is maintained wash after wash.
ProJob safety clothes are designed in accordance with the demands of the user and the appropriate regulations. We have a wide range that
offers several different combinations, so that you
can dress differently for different occasions. The
safety clothes can also be combined with many
of our other garments. ProJob aims to develop
products that suit everyone at a company. This
is why we have put so much effort into designing safety clothes that meet all requirements and
are available in all sizes. The trousers are available from a 29-inch waist and all jacket and rain
clothes from size XS.
Definitions for the classifications on page 162.
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Waterproof zipper AQUASEAL® from YKK.
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6412 SOFTSHELL EN471 CLASS 3
3-Layer Softshell jacket in functional material with wind and
waterproof membrane. The material has excellent breathability
and the jacket is equipped with a water-repellent YKK
AquaGuard zip fastener at the front and a zip guard for chin
protection. One breast pocket and two side pockets with zips.
Two larger pockets on the inside of the jacket for documents or
an ipad. Adjustable waist with drawstring and cuff with thumb
grip.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: ProJob Yellow -11, ProJob Orange -17
Size: XS-XXXL
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17

Wind- waterproof
membrane

Reinforced Cordura knees
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6418 JACKET EN ISO 20471 CLASS 3

NEW

Wind and waterproof padded hi viz jacket with detachable
hood and transfer reflectors. Adjustable waist and bottom with
drawstring. Adjustable sleeve end. Front placket with press studs.
Two fleece lined side pockets with flap and zipper. Chest pocket
with flap; the left with loop for ID card holder. Two inner zip
pockets and one internal mobile phone pocket with flap. Lining
can be opened to facilitate printing and embroidery.
Material: 75% Polyester, 25% Polyurethane
Material: 79 % Nylon, 21 % Polyurethane
Lining: 100 % Polyester
Safety Class: EN ISO 20471 Class 2 XS, Class 3 S-XXXL
Colour: Projob yellow 10, yellow black 11, orange 17
Size XS-XXXL

11

17
10

6420 FUNCTIONAL JACKET EN ISO 20471 CLASS 3/2
High visibility jacket in functional softshell fabric that is wind and
water resistant. Quilted padded lining. Two breast pockets, left
with inside phone pocket. Bracket for ID-card holders. Two inside
zippered pockets including one larger for documents etc. Two
side pockets. One sleeve pocket on left sleeve. Inside pocket
with hole for hands-free on your left. Ventilation zippers under
the arms. Drawstring waist. Adjustable cuffs. Extended back for
comfort. Reflex Pass portals on the sleeves and back. Removable
adjustable hood. Fleece-lined collar and side pockets for added
comfort.

NEW

Material: 100% polyester
Safety class EN ISO 20471 Class 2 XS-M, Class 3 L-3XL
Colour; projob yellow -10, yellow black 11, orange -17
Size: XS-XXXL
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17

11

10

NEW

11

17
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6419 FUNCTIONAL JACKET EN ISO 20471 CLASS 3/2
High visibility jacket in functional softshell fabric that is wind and
water resistant. Two breast pockets, left with inside phone pocket.
Bracket for ID-card holders. Two side pockets. One sleeve pocket
on left sleeve. Inside pocket with hole for hands-free on your left.
Ventilation zippers under the arms. Drawstring waist. Adjustable
cuffs. Extended back for greater comfort. Reflective piping on the
sleeves and back. Removable adjustable hood. Fleece-lined collar
for increased comfort.
Material: 100% polyester
Safety class EN ISO 20471 Class 2 XS-M, Class 3 L-3XL
Colour: projob yellow -10, yellow black 11, orange -17
Size: XS-XXXL
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6410 SUMMER JACKET EN471-CLASS 3/2
Full zip jacket without lining. Placket with push buttons in the
front. Two breast pockets. The left one ergonomically shaped
with inner phone pocket. The right one with room for ID card
holder. Two deep zipped side pockets. Adjustable drawstring
hem and Velcro adjustable cuffs. Adjustable in the back for
perfect fit. Large inner pocket on the right side and a smaller
inner pocket on the left with cell phone pocket.
Material: 68% polyester, 32% cotton, 275 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3/2
Colour: ProJob-yellow-10, orange/gray-17
10
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Size: XS-XXXL

6409 LINED JACKET EN471-CLASS 3/2
Jacket with quilted lining and full zip. Placket with push buttons
in the front. Two breast pockets. The left one ergonomically
shaped with inner phone pocket. The right one with room for
ID card holder. Two deep zipped side pockets. Adjustable
drawstring hem and Velcro adjustable cuffs. Adjustable in the
back for perfect fit. Large inner pocket on the right side and
smaller inner pocket on the left with Mobile phone pocket.
Material: 68% polyester, 32% cotton, 275 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3/2
Colour: ProJob-yellow-10, orange/grey-17
Size: XS-XXXL
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17

17

11

10

6401 JACKET EN471-CLASS 3
Functional water resistant breathable fleece jacket. Two breast
pockets; one with curved zipper and inside phone slot. D-ring in
the front. Cordura® reinforced collar, front flap, side panels and
yoke. End sleeve thumb split. Two side pockets with zippers in
front. One-hand grip drawstring at the lower hem.
Material: 100% laminated polyester fleece
Reinforcements: 100 % polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

11

17

10

6407 JACKET EN471-CLASS 3
Padded jacket with zipper up to collar. Front zipper closure
with press studs. Two breast pockets, one with loop for Inbags.
Two deep side pockets with zippers. Inner pocket with zipper.
Adjustable waistband and cuff.
Material: 68% polyester, 32% cotton
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL
19

NEW
COLOUR

6405 JACKET EN471-CLASS 3

6-in-1

A jacket with detachable lining. It can be used in many different ways:
as a winter jacket, a rain jacket or a spring and autumn jacket. The
reversible lining can be used as a class 3 jacket or a class 2 vest.

jacket with a
number of possible
combinations

Material: 75% polyester, 25% polyurethane, Lining: 100 % polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

11

17

10
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NEW
COLOUR

6-in-1

6406 PARKA EN471-CLASS 3

parka with a
number of possible
combinations

A jacket with detachable lining. It can be used in many different ways:
as a winter jacket, a rain jacket or a spring and autumn jacket. The
reversible lining can be used as a class 3 jacket or a class 2 vest.
Material: 75% polyester, 25% polyurethane, Lining: 100 % polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: S-XXXL
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17

10
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NEW
COLOUR

10

17
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6303 HV FLEECE EN ISO20471
Jacket in anti-pilling fleece, Zip up to collar. Breast pocket with
zipper. Softshell reinforcements at cuffs, side pockets and jacket
hem. Articulated sleeves. Thumb grip.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: Yellow-10, Orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

6302 ADVANCED FLEECE EN471-CLASS 3
Functional water resistant breathable fleece jacket. Two breast
pockets; one with curved zipper and inside phone slot. D-ring in
the front. Cordura® reinforced collar, front flap, side panels and
yoke. End sleeve thumb split. Two side pockets with zippers in
front. One-hand grip drawstring at the lower hem.
Material: 100% laminated polyester fleece
Reinforcements: 100 % polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10
Size: XS-XXXL

10
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NEW
6417 JACKET EN ISO 20471 CLASS 3
3-Layer wind and waterproof jacket with detachable hood and
transfer reflectors. Adjustable drawstring waist.
Three laminated pockets with waterproof zipper, one at left
forearm and two chest pocket, the left with loop for ID card
holder. Two fleece lined side pockets with zip and two large
pockets with flap. Double placket with two-way zip at front. Prebent arms with adjustable sleeve end.
Material: 86% Polyester, 14 % Polyurethane
Safety Class: EN ISO 20471, Class 2 XS, Class 3 S-XXXL
Colour: Projob yellow 10, yellow black 11, orange 17
Size: XS-XXXL

10
17
11

NEW
COLOUR

6514 PADDED TROUSERS HV EN ISO 20471
Lined trousers. Longer at back to counteract gaps. Adjustable waist. Side
pockets. Leg pocket with phone compartment and flap on right side.
Folding rule pocket on left leg. Back pockets with flap. Leg zipper. Internal
kneepad pockets.
Material: 100% Polyester. Reinforcements in 100% polyamide, 100%
polyester lining
Colour: yellow-10, orange-17, yellow black 11
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

10

17
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NEW
COLOUR
6501 WAISTPANTS EN471-CLASS 2
Flat fronted waistpants. Side pockets in front, safety pocket with
zipper on right side. Two leg pockets with pen compartment, left one
with room for mobile telephone. Folding rule pocket. Front edge
of pockets, lower part of back pockets polyamide-reinforced, edge
of folding rule pocket, pen pockets reinforced and lower part of leg
pocket and rear lower edge of pants polyamide-reinforced. Knee
protector pockets on inside. Loops under back pockets and leg pockets
for attaching Inbags. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.
Material: 68% polyester 32% cotton, 275 g/m2 Reinforcements in 100%
polyamide
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17, yellow black 11
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

10

17

NEW
COLOUR
6507 WAISTPANTS EN471-CLASS 1
Stretch-fabric trousers for best comfort. No back pockets and
wide loop to avoid pressure at base of back. A trouser suitable
for long working days in a sitting position. Dirt and oil-repellent
material. Cordura® reinforcements over thighs, on leg pockets,
at front edge of pocket and at rear bottom edge of trouser.
Deep side pockets, loops in elasticated waist. Two side pockets,
one with flap and interior mobile phone pocket, pen pockets
and room for tools in right side pocket. Loops under pockets
for attaching Inbags.
Material: 82% polyester, 18% cotton, 275 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 1
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17, yellow black 11
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

24

10

17

6506 WAISTPANTS EN471-CLASS 2
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets and one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with 100%
polyamide. Double fabric over thighs. Leg pockets with telephone
pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer
holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife
button. Knee reinforcements in polyamide, opening from the inside,
and the knee protectors are height adjustable. Rounded knees.
Bottom of back side of legs reinforced with polyamide. Extra wide
back pockets. Back and leg pockets have loops for Inbags. Max 50
washes at 60ºC.
Material: 68% polyester 32% cotton, 275 g/m2 Reinforcements in
100% polyamide
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17, yellow black 11,yellow black 11
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

17

10

NEW
COLOUR
6502 WAISTPANTS EN471-CLASS 1
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets and one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with 100%
polyamide. Leg pockets with telephone pocket, pen pocket and
tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding
rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee reinforcements
in polyamide, opening from the inside, and the knee protectors
are height adjustable. Rounded knees. Bottom of back side of legs
reinforced with polyamide. Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg
pockets have loops for Inbags. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.
Material: 68% polyester 32% cotton, 275 g/m2 Reinforcements in
100% polyamide
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 1
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17, yellow black 11,yellow black
11
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

10

17
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6510 PIRATE PANT EN471-CLASS 2
Clamdiggers with two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked
away; one with extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail
pockets are 100% Cordura® reinforced. Double layered fabric
across the thighs. Leg pockets with slots for your cell phone,
pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two D-rings.
Rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Polyamide
knee reinforcement that open from the inside and the knee
protectors are height adjustable. Pre-bent knees. Back pockets
and leg pockets have Inbags loops. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.
Material: 68% polyester, 32% cotton 275 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: C44–C62
10

17

6503 SHORTS EN471-CLASS 2
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets and one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with
100% polyamide. Leg pockets with telephone pocket, pen
pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two
D-rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg pockets have loops for
Inbags. Max 50 washes at 60ºC.
Material: 68% polyester 32% cotton, 275 g/m2 Reinforcements
in 100% polyamide
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: C44–C62

10

26

17

NEW
COLOUR

6523 SERVICE TROUSERS HV CLASS 1
Trousers without front pleat. Side pockets at the front, secure
pocket with zip on right and key pocket with D-ring on left.
Two back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has a flap
and mobile phone pocket inside, loop for ID card holder and a
pocket with zip. Right leg pocket has space for a mobile phone,
pens, paper and folding rule. Internal knee pad pockets. Loops
under back pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: Black/Yellow-11,ProJob yellow-10
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

11

10

6522 PANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away, one
with exta pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets
are 100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with telephone
pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer
holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and
knife button. Corudra® knee pad pockets that open from the
inside and are height adjustable. Pre-shaped knees. Cordura®
reinforced leg ends. Extra wide back pockets, pocket flap on
the left side. Back pockets and leg pockets fitted with Inbag
loops. ID card holder.
Material: 100% cotton, 375 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN ISO 20471 CLASS 1
Colour: Black/Yellow-11,ProJob yellow-10
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156

11

10
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6003 PIQUÉ EN471-CLASS 2
Piqué shirt with pocket and short sleeves. Rib-knit collar and
button band with three buttons. Slits in sides.
Material: 100% polyester, 240 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17

6005 PIQUÉ EN471-CLASS 3
Piqué shirt with pocket and short sleeves. Rib-knit collar and
button band with three buttons. Slits in sides.
Material: 100% polyester, 240 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL

10

28

17

6006 T-SHIRT EN471-CLASS 2
T-shirt in functional material with pocket. Round neck and
reinforced ribbed neckband and neck strap. The functional
material rapidly transports moisture away from the skin. This
enables the garment to dry quickly, leaving you dry and fresh all
day. Shrink- and creaseproof.
Material: 100% Polyester 140gsm
Colour: ProJob yellow -10, Orange- 17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17

6007 T-SHIRT EN471-CLASS 3
T-shirt in functional material with pocket. Round neck and
reinforced ribbed neckband and neck strap. The functional
material rapidly transports moisture away from the skin. This
enables the garment to dry quickly, leaving you dry and fresh all
day. Shrink- and creaseproof.
Material: 100% Polyester 140gsm
Colour: ProJob yellow -10, Orange- 17,
Size: XS/S, M/XL, XXL/XXXL

10

17
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17

10

6490 JACKET/VEST EN471 CLASS 3/2
Reversible jacket/vest that can be used as a class 3 jacket or
a class 2 vest. Wind and waterproof and breathable. Two side
pockets, one breast pocket and two inner pockets. Suitable as
lining for 6405, 6406 and 6417.
Material: 100% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Class: EN471- Class 3/2
Color: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL
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6102 SWEATSHIRT EN471-CLASS 3
Ribbed half zip sweatshirt with ribbed cuffs and hem.
Material: 80% polyester 20% cotton
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

10

17

17

6103 SWEATSHIRT EN471-CLASS 3
Ribbed full zip sweatshirt with ribbed hem and cuffs.
Material: 80% polyester 20% cotton
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL
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6101 SWEATSHIRT EN471-CLASS 3
Ribbed sweatshirt with round neck. Cuffs at the bottom and
sleeve endings.
Material: 100 % polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17

10

6704 VEST EN471-CLASS 2
Belt with adjustable buckle that keeps the vest in place and
lessens the strain. Two-way front zipper. Two D-rings. Wide
stepless Velcro shoulder straps. Two hanging breast pockets
with pen and tool compartments that can be fastened. Hidden
inner pockets for gloves or documents. Button and loop for
knife on either side. Four hanging nail pockets. The nail pockets
in front have extra pockets and one also tool loops. 100%
Corudra® reinforced nail pockets. Two adjustable hammer
loops. Adjustable side width.
Material: 68% polyester, 32% cotton 275 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL
Adjustable side width

32

17

17

10

9013 SAFETY CAP
Cap with pre-bent brim. Adjustable reflector Velcro in the back.
Material: 46% polyester, 54% cotton
Colour: ProJob-yellow-10, orange 17
Size: ONE SIZE

6705 HV VEST – CLASS 3
Available in three sizes. Full zip front. Two breast pockets.
Material: 100% polyester.

10

17

Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, Orange-17
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL

33

NEW
6707 HV VEST – CLASS 3
Available in three sizes. Full zip front. Two breast pockets.
Material: 100% polyester.
Safety class: EN ISO 20471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, Orange-17
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL

10

17

10

6702 VEST EN471-CLASS 3
One size. Adjustable in back. Front pockets. Telephone pocket.
Max 20 washes at 40ºC.
Material: 100% polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: ONE SIZE

34
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10

17

6703 VEST EN471-CLASS 2
A simpler class 2 vest with Velcro closing.
Material: 100% polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: ONE SIZE

35

6466 ALL-ROUND JACKET EN471-CLASS 3
Wind and waterproof jacket with good breathability and taped
seams. Diagonal breast pocket with mobile telephone pocket and
opening for headset. Water-resistant zipper in front and on breast
pocket. Collar with inset hood. Two side pockets. Adjustable
drawstring.
Material: 75% polyester, 25% polyurethane. Lining: 100% polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17

6566 ALL-ROUND TROUSERS EN471-CLASS 2
Trousers with elasticated waist and drawstring, taped seams. Two
side pockets, reinforcement at knee, opening with covered zipper
at end of each trouser leg.
Material: 75% polyester, 25% polyurethane. Lining: 100% polyester
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10
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17

6403 RAIN JACKET EN471-CLASS 3
100 cm long. Adjustable hood. Adjustable sleeve end. Sewn
and welded seams. Max 25 washes at 40ºC.
Material: Polyurethane-coated polyamide tricot 170 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17

6504 RAIN TROUSERS EN471-CLASS 2
Elasticated waist with adjustable cord. Adjustable leg ends.
Sewn and welded seams. Max 25 washes at 40ºC.
Material: Polyurethane-coated polyamide tricot 170 g/m2
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 2
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

10

17
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CONSTRUCTION
»
AND INSTALLATION

38

ProJob construction and installations apparel
is designed to withstand the toughest wear,
while appealing to the most critical eye. It is
tough, both in appearance and function. You
will always feel safe in ProJob clothes. You
will be able to carry on with your work without hindrance. ProJob construction and installations apparel is designed for use of Inbags.
Compile your own combination of working apparel, belts and bags for safer, more efficient
and hassle-free working days. In this category
you will also find clothing suitable for heavy
industry.

39

Multi-function pocket for mobile phone etc.

58

99

Drawstring for best comfort.

5411 PADDED JACKET
Lined jacket with fleece collar. Pre-bent arms with adjustable
cuffs. Two side pockets with zip and drawstring waist. Fastened
with press studs. Pocket on left breast with zip pocket on
right breast with room for keys and mobile phone etc. Loop
for ID card holder. Fluorescent surface on each shoulder with
reflectors. The lining can be opened to facilitate printing and
embroidery.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2
Colour: Black-99,ProJob blue-58
Size: XS-XXXL

40

Lined collar

Flourescent surface on
shoulders with reflectors.

Adjustable
cuffs.
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5413 JACKET
Jacket with pre-shaped arms with adjustable cuffs. Two zipped
side pockets and drawcord waist. Front placket with pushbuttons. Zipped left breast pocket and right breast pocket with
room for keys, mobile phone etc. ID card holder. Fluorescent
shoulders with reflectors. The lining can be opened up to make
it easier to print and embroider.

Material: 100% cotton, 375 g/m2.
Colour: Black-99,ProJob blue-58
Size: XS-XXXL

99

58

4408 LINED JACKET
Waterproof jacket with quilted lining and a waterproof full
length zipper. Two breast pockets; one horizontal with zipper
and a hidden D-ring for your ID-card, and one curved with
waterproof zipper and a hidden slot for your mobile phone.
Deep fleece lined side pockets. One large zipped inner pocked
with room for blueprints as well as one smaller. Elastic cuffs
with thumb slits. Cordura® reinforced shoulders, chest, back
and hips. Adjustable collar and waist. Welted seam reflectors in
front and back.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98
Size: XS-XXXL

98

Elastic cuffs with thumb slits
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4409 LINED JACKET
Fleece lined jacket with removable sleeves. Large breast
pockets; one with curved zipper and an inner slot for your
mobile phone. Sleeve pocket for pens and your cell phone. Two
deep side pockets. Inner pockets with room for your wallet and
note pad. Fleece lined collar. Hidden elastic sleeve cuffs. Dark
welted seam reflectors on the yoke. The lining can be opened
for easy printing and embroidery.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Colour: grey-98
Size: XS-XXXL

98

5409 JACKET
Zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure with
snap buttons. Two breast pockets, one vertical and one with
zipper. Two deep side pockets. Large inner pockets, one with
space for documets and one smaller with zipper. Adjustable
cuffs and cordura reinfoced hip and elbows.
Material: 70%polyamid, 30% Cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements:100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98
Size: XS-XXXL

98
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5513 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room
for the hanging pockets. Extra reinforced with double fabric on
thigh. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool
pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding
rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee pockets in
Cordura®, opening from the inside, adjustable knee protector
height. Pre-bent knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced
with Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg pockets
have loops for Inbags.
Material: 70% polyamide,30% Cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcement:100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

98

99

5519 WAISTPANTS
Flat front waistpants. Side pockets in the front. Safety pocket
with zipper on the right side. Leg pockets with slots for your
cell phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops.
Two D-rings. Rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Cordura® knee pockets that open from the inside and height
adjustable knee pads. Cordura® reinforcements at the bottom
of pant legs. Oversized back pockets. Left back pocket with lid.
Back and leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

98
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5514 PIRATE PANT
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with slots for your
phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two
D-rings. Rule pocket with tool slot and knife button. Cordura®
knee pockets that open from the inside and adjustable knee
pad height. Pre-bent knees. Left back pocket has a flap. Back
pockets and leg pockets have Inbags loops.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98
Size: C44–C62

98

5518 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with slots for your
phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two
D-rings. Rule pocket with tool slot and knife button. Cordura®
thigh pockets. Left back pocket has a flap. Back pockets and leg
pockets have Inbags loops.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98
Size: C44-C62

98
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5521 WAISTPANTS
Waistpants with two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked
away; one with extra pocket and one with tool loop. The nail
pockets are 100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with slots
for your Mobile phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer
loops. Two D-rings. Rule pocket with tool pocket and knife
button. Cordura® knee pockets that open from the inside and
height adjustable knee pads. Pre-bent knees. Oversized back
pockets. Left back pocket with lid. Back and leg pockets have
loops for attaching Inbags. Fastening for ID card holder.
Material: 100% cotton, 375 g/m2Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

98

99

NEW

5527 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pocket and one with tool loops. Nail pockets are reinforced with
100% Cordura. Deep side pockets with room for the hanging
pocket. Extra reinforced with double fabric on tight. Leg pocket
with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two
adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket
with tool pocketand knife button. Back and leg pocket have
loops for Inbags.
Material: 100% Cotton, 375 gsm.
Reinforcement 100 % Polyamide, Cordura.
Colour: grey-98, black-99
Size: C44–C62

99
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98

6522 PANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away, one
with exta pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets
are 100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with telephone
pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer
holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and
knife button. Corudra® knee pad pockets that open from the
inside and are height adjustable. Pre-shaped knees. Cordura®
reinforced leg ends. Extra wide back pockets, pocket flap on
the left side. Back pockets and leg pockets fitted with Inbag
loops. ID card holder.
Material: 100% cotton, 375 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®

;

Safety class: EN471-CLASS 1
Colour: Yellow-11, ProJob Yellow - 10

Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156

11

10
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5414 CANVAS WORK JACKET
Hard-wearing canvas jacket. Two breast pockets, the right one with
phone pocket, pen pockets and attachment for ID card. The left one
with zip. Zipper up to collar. Slanted front pockets. Adjustable waist
and cuffs. Articulated sleeves. Longer at the back. Inner pockets with
document pocket. Cordura details with reflex.
Material: 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester. 320gsm 100% polyamide
reinforcement
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

5524 CANVAS WORK TROUSERS
Roomy hanging pockets with extra compartments and internal
cordura reinforcement. Front pocket where hanging pockets can
be stowed. Back pockets with reinforced inside, flap on left one.
Reinforced front folding rule pocket, detachable at bottom, pen
pockets and knife button. Leg pocket with mobile compartment.
Padded yoke for optimum comfort. Stretch fabric in crotch. Prebent knee with kevlar kneepad pockets. The kneepad pockets have
two height levels. Cordura details with reflex.
Material: 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester. 320gsm 100% polyamide
reinforcement
Colour: Black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

48
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NEW

2123 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with florecent fabric at shoulders, rib knit collar in
roundneck. Rib knitted cuffs and waist.
Material: 65% Cotton, 35 % Polyester 280 gsm. Florecent fabic
100 % Polyester 280 gsm.
Colour black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

98

NEW
COLOUR

999

00
99

2121 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with zip. Zip side pockets with softshell reinforcement.
Ribbed cuffs and waist.
Material: 55 % polyester, 45 % Cotton, 260 g/m2. Reinforcement
100 % polyester.
Colour: black-99, black/yellow-999, white-00, gray-98, blue-58.
Size: XS-XXXL

50

58

2117 PILE HOOD JACKET
Fur-lined hood. Full YKK front zipper for better comfort. Large
front pockets and Progeneration print on back and left arm.
Material: 85% polyester, 15% cotton 620 g/m2. Enhancements:
100% polyamide
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

3005 FUNCTION PIQUE
Functional pique with zipper. Lightweight material design that
helps transport moisture from your skin to keep you dry and
comfortable when working hard. Loose fit. Non-iron and preshrunk.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: grey-98, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

83

99
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2122 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with softshell reinforcement in the sides. Ribbed cuffs
and waist.
Material: 55 % polyester, 45 % Cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

2116 HOOD JACKET
Hood with zipper. Softshell reinforced sides. Side pockets with
zippers.
Material: 55% polyester, 45% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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5501 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in the side
pockets, one with extra pockets and one with tool loops. The
nail pockets are reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Leg pockets
with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two
adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket
with tool pocket and knife button. Knee protector pockets in
Cordura®, opening from the inside, height of knee protectors
adjustable. Rounded knees. Bottom of back side of legs
reinforced with Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets. Back and
leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2 Reinforcement: 100%
polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, stone-83, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

56

83

99

5515 WATER RESISTANT WAISTPANTS
Wind and water proof breathable waistpants with taped seems.
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room
for the hanging pockets. Extra reinforced with double fabric on
thigh. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool
pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding
rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee pockets in
Cordura®, opening from the inside, adjustable knee protector
height. Pre-bent knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced
with Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg pockets
have loops for Inbags.

100% Cotton twill

Material: 100% cotton 420 g/m2 with membrane och brushed
polyester on the inside.
Reinforcements:100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

Brushed polyester
for best comfort

56
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5607 OVERALLS
Hidden zipper that reaches the collar. Adjustable sleeve ending.
Safety pocket on the right-hand side. Leg pockets with phone
pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two D-rings. Cordura®
reinforced folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife
buttons. Knee pockets made of Cordura®, interior opening and
adjustable height of kneepads. Pre-bent knees. Reinforced
with Cordura® in the lower part of the backside of the legs.
Reinforced back pockets with extra width. The back, chest and
leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 100 % cotton 375 m2
Reinforcements: 100 % polyamide Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: C44-C62

56

99

5502 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets and one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with
100% Cordura®. Pocket with room for a telephone pocket and
a pen pocket. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket
and tool pocket. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife
button. Two D-rings and adjustable hammer holders. Extra wide
back pockets. Back leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: C44–C62

56

99
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5701 VEST
Belt with adjustable buckle, keeping the vest snugly in place for
less strain. Two-way front zipper. Two D-rings. Broad adjustable
shoulder straps with a Velcro lock. Two loose-hanging breast
pockets with pen compartment and tool compartment, which
can be buttoned down. Concealed inner pockets for gloves
or documents. Button and loop for knife on each side. Four
loose-hanging nail pockets. The front nail pockets have extra
pockets, one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with 100%
Cordura®. Two adjustable hammer holders.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2 Back: 100% stretch polyester
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

56

99

5517 PIRATE PANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with
extra pockets and one with tool straps. The nail pockets are
100 % Cordura® reinforced. Leg pocket with slots for your
phone, pens and tools. Rule pocket with tool pocket and knife
button. Cordura® knee pockets that open from the inside
and adjustable knee pad height . Two D-rings and adjustable
hammer loops. Leg pockets and back pockets have Inbags
loops.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100 % polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: C44-C62

56

56

99

5512 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with
extra pockets and one with tool loop. The nail pockets are
reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room
for the hanging pockets. Extra reinforced with double fabric on
thigh. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool
pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding
rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee pockets in
Cordura®, opening from the inside, adjustable knee protector
height. Pre-bent knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced
with Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg pockets
have loops for Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: royal blue 55, navy 58, black 99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

58
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5503 WAISTPANTS
Two deep side pockets with Cordura® reinforcements at the
sides. Cordura® reinforcements in front and back that protect
against wear on thighs and rear. Sold with two loose-hanging
pockets. Lengthened back for improved comfort. Exterior
back pockets. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket
and tool pocket. One D-ring. Folding rule pocket with tool
pocket, pen pocket and knife button. Knee protector pockets
in Cordura®, opening from the inside, height of knee protectors
adjustable. Back pockets and leg pockets are adapted for
Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

99
57

NEW

5526 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pocket and one with tool loops. Nail pockets are reinforced with
100% Cordura. Deep side pockets with room for the hanging
pocket. Extra reinforced with double fabric on tight. Leg pocket
with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Two
adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule pocket
with tool pocketand knife button. Back and leg pocket have
loops for Inbags.
Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 245 gsm
Reinforecements: 100 % Polyamide, Cordura.
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size C44-C62

99
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5505 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets, one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with
100% Cordura®. Pocket with room for a knife sheath, telephone
pocket and pen pocket. Leg pocket with telephone pocket,
pen pocket and tool pocket. Folding rule pocket with tool
pocket and knife button. Two D-rings and adjustable hammer
holders. Extra wide back pockets. Leg pockets and side pockets
adapted for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00

00

Size: C44–C62

5406 JACKET
Zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure with
press studs. Reinforcement in lower part of front and sleeves in
polyester protecting user from paint penetration. Two breast
pockets with bellows pleat and Cordura®-reinforced pocket
flaps. Breast pockets adapted for Inbags. Two deep side
pockets. Large inner pockets, one with room for documents and
a smaller one with a zipper. Adjustable waistband and cuff with
Cordura® reinforcement.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyester/polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00
Size: XS-XXXL

00
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5504 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with extra
pockets, one with tool loops. The nail pockets are reinforced
with 100% Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room for the
hanging pockets. Two D-rings. Two adjustable hammer holders.
Leg pockets with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool
pocket. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Knee protector pockets in Cordura®, opening from the inside,
height of knee protectors adjustable. Rounded knees. Bottom
of back side of legs reinforced with Cordura®. Extra wide back
pockets. Back and leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

00

5605 ONEPIECE
Broad adjustable shoulder straps with a Velcro lock. Elastic
material in back. Two loose-hanging breast pockets with pen
compartment and tool compartment, which can be buttoned
down. Concealed inner pockets for gloves or documents.
Button and loop for knife on each side. Four hanging nail
pockets, two can be tucked in. The front nail pockets have extra
pockets, one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with 100%
Cordura®. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Leg
pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket.
Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Extra
wide back pockets. Knee protector pockets in Cordura®,
opening from the inside, height of knee protectors adjustable.
Rounded knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced with
Cordura®. Leg pockets adapted for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2 Back: 100% stretch polyester
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00
Size: C44–C62, D96–D120, C146–C156

00
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5509 WAISTPANTS
Two deep side pockets with Cordura® reinforcements at the
sides. Polyester reinforcement in front of thigh and in the
rear protecting the user from paint absorption. Sold with two
loose-hanging pockets. One D-ring in front. Leg pocket with
telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Folding rule
pocket with tool pocket, pen pocket and knife button. Knee
protector pockets in Cordura®, opening from the inside, height
of knee protectors adjustable. Bottom of back side of legs
reinforced with Cordura®. Exterior back pockets. Back pockets
and leg pockets are adapted for Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyester/polyamide, knee protectors in
Cordura®
Colour: white-00
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

00

5506 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with an extra
pocket, one with tool loops. The nail pockets are reinforced with 100%
Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room for the hanging pockets. Extra
reinforced with double fabric on thigh. Leg pocket with telephone
pocket, pen pocket and tool pocket. Knife pocket with room for knife
sheath. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding rule
pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee protector pockets
in Cordura®, opening from the inside, height of knee protectors
adjustable. Rounded knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced with
Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets with reinforcements. Back pockets
and leg pockets are adapted for Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: stone-83
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

83
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5403 JACKET
Zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure
with press studs. Two breast pockets with bellow pleat and
Cordura®-reinforced pocket flaps. Loops for Inbags under
breast pockets. Two deep side pockets. Large inner pockets,
one with room for documents and a smaller one with a zipper.
Adjustable waistband and cuff with Cordura® reinforcement.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: stone-83
Size: XS-XXXL

83

5703 VEST
Belt with adjustable buckle, keeping the vest snugly in place
for less strain on shoulders. Two-way front zipper. Two D-rings.
Broad adjustable shoulder straps with a Velcro lock. Two
loose-hanging breast pockets with pen compartment and tool
compartment, which can be buttoned down. Concealed inner
pockets for gloves or documents. Button and loop for knife
on each side. Four loose-hanging nail pockets. The front nail
pockets have extra pockets, one with tool loops. Nail pockets
reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Two adjustable hammer
holders.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 Back: 100%
stretch polyester
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: stone-83
Size: XS-XXXL

83
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4401 PILOT JACKET
Large exterior breast pockets, one with a diagonal zipper, with
a mobile telephone pocket on the inside. Zipper all the way up
to the collar. Sleeve pocket for mobile telephone and pens. Two
deep side pockets. Interior pockets with room for a wallet and
notepad. Fleece plush lining, quilted sleeve lining. Fleece plush
on inside of collar. Knit cuff on sleeve and waist. Dark reflective
piping in yoke. Lining can be opened to facilitate printing and
embroidery.
Material: 55% polyester 45% cotton Lining: 100% polyester
Colour: white-00, navy-58, stone-83, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

83

00
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5402 JACKET
Jacket with fleece plush lining and zipper all the way up to the
collar. Front zipper closure with press studs. Two breast pockets
with bellow pleat and Cordura®-reinforced pocket flaps. Loops
under breast pockets for Inbags. Two deep side pockets. Large
inner pockets, one with room for drawings and a smaller one
with a zipper. Adjustable waistband and cuff with Cordura®
reinforcement. Internal knit cuff on sleeve ends.
Material: 82% polyester, 18% cotton
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura® 100% polyester
fleece plush
Colour: black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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5205 SHIRT
Short-sleeved functional shirt without side seams, preventing
chafing and irritation. The shirt is specially designed for optimal
sleeve movement. Practical breast pockets with flaps and room
for Inbags. Concealed vertical breast pockets with zipper that
can be used as safety pockets. Press studs. Box pleat in back for
freedom of movement.
Material: 100% cotton 210 g/m2
Colour: red-35, navy-58, graphite-94, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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35

58
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5210 SHIRT
Functional shirt without side seams, preventing chafing and
irritation. The shirts are specially designed for optimal sleeve
movement. Practical breast pockets with flaps and room for
Inbags. Concealed vertical breast pockets with zipper that can
be used as safety pockets. Press studs. Box pleat in back for
freedom of movement.
Material: 100% cotton 210 g/m2
Colour: red-35, navy-58, stone-83, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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TRANSPORT
»AND
SERVICE

ProJob invests great resources in transport
and service. It is important to dress properly
for every occasion. Many people drive lorries
or delivery vehicles in regular trousers, but the
lack of flexibility of these can lead to both irritation and wear. ProJob has developed service
trousers with protection against wear, stretch
material, with a representative appearance.
These trousers are suitable for loading, driving and still look good when meeting with the
recipient. ProJob workshop clothes are also
made to cope with real life. They resist a lot of
dirt, washing, wear and tear. The colour range
is chosen to make stains as invisible as possible. ProJob Inbags make for ease at work, with
the bags and belts easily attaching to transport and service clothes.

65

2515 SERVICE TROUSERS, WOMENS
Trousers without front pleat. Side pockets at the front, secure
pocket with zip on right and key pocket with D-ring on left.
Two back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has a flap
and mobile phone pocket inside, loop for ID card holder and a
pocket with zip. Right leg pocket has space for a mobile phone,
pens, paper and folding rule. Internal knee pad pockets. Loops
under back pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: Navy-58, Black-99
Size: C34-C50
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Slim fit

Right pocket has space for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule.

Zipper
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2501 WAISTPANTS
Waistpants without front pleat. Side pockets in front, safety
pocket with zipper on right side. Two exterior back pockets.
Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has flap and interior mobile
telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring for keys, ID
badge, etc. Interior knee protector pockets. Loops under back
pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: navy-58, khaki-82, stone-83, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

over 1 000 000 sold
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2500 LADIES’ WAISTPANTS
Waistpants in stretch fabric without front pleat. Side pockets at
front and safety pocket with zipper on right side. Two external
back pockets and two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has flap and
internal phone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring in front. Knee
pockets on inside. Loops under back pockets and leg pockets
for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Colour: stone-83, black-99, navy-58
Size: C34-C50
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NEW

2516 WAISTPANT
Waistpant without front pleat, Sidepockets in front,
safetypocket with zipper on right size. Two exterior back
pockets. Two leg pockets. Left lef pocket has flap and interior
monile telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring for keys, ID
badges etc. Interior knee protector pockets and Cordura
reinforced at knee. Loops under back pockets and leg pockets
for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 245 gsm
Reinforcement: 100 % Polyamid Cordura
Colour: navy 58 Stone 83 black 99
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156
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NEW
2517 WAISTPANT
Waistpant without front pleat, Sidepockets in front,
safetypocket with zipper on right size. Two exterior back
pockets. Two leg pockets. Left lef pocket has flap and interior
monile telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring for keys, ID
badges etc. Interior knee protector pockets. Loops under back
pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags. Two 50 mm
reflective bands around each leg end.
Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156

99
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2502 ZIP OFF WAISTPANTS
Waistpants without front pleat and with detachable legs. Side
pockets in front, safety pocket with zipper on right side. Two
exterior back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has
flap and interior mobile telephone pocket. Right leg pocket
has room for mobile telephone, pens, paper and folding rule.
D-ring in front. Loops under back pockets and leg pockets for
attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: khaki-82, stone-83, black-99, Navy-58
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156
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2505 SHORTS
Shorts without front pleat. Side pockets in front, safety
pocket with zipper on right side. Two exterior back
pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has flap and
interior mobile telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has
room for mobile telephone, pens, paper and folding
rule. D-ring in front. Loops under back pockets and leg
pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: khaki-82, black-99, navy-58, stone-83
Size: C44–C62
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2508 PIRATE PANTS
Pirate pants without front pleat. Side pockets in front, safety
pocket with zip on right side. Two exterior back pockets. Two
leg pockets. Left leg pocket has a flap and internal mobile
phone pocket. Right leg pocket has space for a mobile phone,
pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring for keys, ID card etc.
Internal knee pad pockets. Loops under back pockets and leg
pockets for attaching Inbags. Adjustable ankle cuff.
Material: 65 % Polyester and 35 % Cotton, 200 g/m2
Colour: navy 58, grey 83, black 99
Size: C44-C62
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2506 WAISTPANTS
Waistpants without front pleat. Side pockets in front, safety
pocket with zipper on right side. Two exterior back pockets.
Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has flap and interior mobile
telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens, paper and folding rule. D-ring for keys, ID
badge, etc. Interior knee protector pockets. Loops under back
pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 200 g/m2
Colour: navy-58, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

4506 WAISTPANTS
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99

Flat front waistpants with a jeans feel. Reinforced with double fabric over thighs. Two deep front
pockets. D-ring in front. Jeans cut at back, two exterior back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg
pocket has flap and interior mobile telephone pocket. Right leg pocket has room for mobile
telephone, pens and folding rule. Cordura® reinforcements at front edge of side pockets, folding
rule pocket, lower part of back and leg pockets and at the leg end. Back and leg pockets adapted
for Inbags.
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester 320 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: stone-83, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

4504 WAISTPANTS
Flat front waistpants. Side pockets in front, safety pocket with
zipper on right side. Two exterior back pockets. Two leg pockets,
on right side with room for mobile telephone, documents and
pens and on left side large pocket with flap and interior mobile
telephone pocket. Cordura® reinforcements at front edge of side
pockets, folding rule pocket, lower part of back and leg pockets
and at leg end. Interior knee protector pockets. Back and leg
pockets adapted for Inbags. The grey model goes very well with
the 4402 jacket on page 45.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: dark grey-96
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156
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4501 WAISTPANTS
Trousers with stretch back for optimal comfort, no back pockets
and broad belt tunnel, avoiding spot pressure at base of back.
A trouser suitable for long working days in a sitting position.
Dirt and oil-repellent material. Cordura® reinforcements over
thighs, on leg pockets, at front edge of pocket and at leg end.
Deep side pockets and a elasticated waist. Two leg pockets,
one on left side with flap and interior mobile phone pocket.
Right leg pocket has room for pens, mobile telephone and
documents. Loops under pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester 245 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: navy-58, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

58
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4512 PANTS
Denim like flat front waist pant. Double fabric reinforced thighs.
Two deep front pockets. D-ring in the front. Jeans cut back and
two outer back pockets. Two leg pockets, left pocket with flap
and inner phone pocket, right with room for mobile phone,
pens and folding rule. Cordura® reinforced side pocket fronts,
folding rule pocket, back and leg pocket bottom, bottom leg
and knees. Back and leg pockets fitted for Inbags. Inner knee
pad pockets.
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 360 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®.
Colour: Navy-58
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156
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2514 SERVICE TROUSERS, MENS
Trousers without front pleat. Side pockets at the front, secure
pocket with zip on right and key pocket with D-ring on left.
Two back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has a flap
and mobile phone pocket inside, loop for ID card holder and a
pocket with zip. Right leg pocket has space for a mobile phone,
pens, paper and folding rule. Internal knee pad pockets. Loops
under back pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: Navy-58, Black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156
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2515 SERVICE TROUSERS, WOMENS
Trousers without front pleat. Side pockets at the front, secure
pocket with zip on right and key pocket with D-ring on left.
Two back pockets. Two leg pockets. Left leg pocket has a flap
and mobile phone pocket inside, loop for ID card holder and a
pocket with zip. Right leg pocket has space for a mobile phone,
pens, paper and folding rule. Internal knee pad pockets. Loops
under back pockets and leg pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: Navy-58, Black-99
Size: C34-C50
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NEW
4419 LINED JACKET
Lined jacket with fleece collar. Pre-bent arms with adjustable
cuffs. Two side pockets with zip and drawstring waist. Fastened
with press studs. Pocket on left breast with zip pocket and on
pocket on right with room for keys and mobile phone etc, Loop
for ID card holder. Fluorescent surface on each shoulder with
reflectors. The lining can be opened to facilitate printing and
embroidery.
Material: 65 % Polyester, 35% Cotton, 245 gsm
Lining: 100% Polyester
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

58

NEW

4420 JACKET
Jacket with pre-shaped arms with adjustable cuffs. Two zipped
side pockets and drawcord waist. Front placket with press studs.
Zipped left breast pocket and right breast pocket with room for
keys, mobile phones etc. ID card holder. Fluorescent surface on
each shoulder with reflectors.
Material: 65 % Polyester, 35% Cotton, 245 gsm
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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4402 SERVICE JACKET
Full zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure with
press studs. Two breast pockets with bellow pleat, flap and loop
for Inbags. Loops for Inbags under breast pockets. Two deep
side pockets with zippers. Sleeve with edge that can be folded
up with reflector on back a flexible solution for extra safety.
Large inner pockets on right side, one with room for drawings.
One smaller interior pocket with zipper. Adjustable buttons at
the waist and sleeve end.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: black-99, navy-58
Size: XS-XXXL

58
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4301 FLEECE JACKET
Jacket in anti-pilling treated fleece. Zipper up to the collar.
Breast pocket with bellow pleat and flap in reinforcement
material, extra firmly secured from the shoulder. Breast pocket
with loop for Inbags. Durable protective reinforcing material in
lower part of the torso and sleeves. Two deep side pockets with
zippers. One-hand drawstring at bottom edge of jacket.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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4414 SERVICE JACKET
Two breast pockets, the right one with phone pocket, pen
pockets and attachment for ID card. The left one with zip.
Zipper up to collar. Slanted front pockets. Adjustable waist and
cuffs. Longer at the back. Inner pockets with document pocket.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% Cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: Black-99, navy-58, stone-83
Size: XS-XXXL
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4302 ADVANCED FLEECE JACKET
Water-repellent jacket in functional breathable fleece. Two
breast pockets, one with curved zipper, with mobile telephone
pocket on the inside. D-ring in front. Cordura® reinforcements
at collar, front placket cover, side panels, yoke and sleeves.
Thumb grip at sleeve end. Two side pockets with zipper at front.
Yoke with dark reflectors. One-hand drawstring at bottom edge
of jacket.
Material: 100% polyester 245 g/m2 (breathable).
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: black-99, navy-58, stone-83
Size: XS-XXXL
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5203 SHIRT
Shirt with press studs. Two large breast pockets with bellow
pleat and room for Inbags. Adjustable cuffs with two press
studs. Sleeve designed for optimal freedom of movement.
Double yokes and two pleats in back.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 190 g/m2
Colour: red-35, navy-58, graphite-94 black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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4201 SHIRT
Short-sleeved shirt with press studs. Two large breast pockets
with bellow pleat and room for Inbags. Adjustable cuffs with
two press studs. Sleeve designed for optimal freedom of
movement. Double yokes and two pleats in back.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 190 g/m2
Colour: red-35, graphite-94, black-99, navy-58
Size: XS-XXXL
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4601 OVERALLS
Two-tone overall with two-way zipper up to the collar. Maximum
mobility in sleeve and back. Two breast pockets with flaps.
Deep side pockets in front, safety pocket with zipper on right
side and two back pockets. Two leg pockets with room for pen
case and mobile telephone. Folding rule pocket. Zipper in leg
up to knee. Adjustable elastic in back and loops around waist
for belt. Loops under breast pockets, leg pockets and under
back pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2
Colour: dark grey-96
Size: C44–C62, C146–C156

96

4602 OVERALLS
Two-coloured overalls with a two-way zipper that reaches the
collar. Maximum flexibility in the arms and back. Two chest
pockets with cover. Deep front pockets, safety pocket with
zipper on the right-hand side as well as two back pockets. Two
leg pockets with room for pens and mobile phone. Folding rule
pocket. Adjustable waist. Waist loops for belt. Loops for Inbags
under chest and back pockets.
Material: 65% polyester 35 % cotton
Colour: navy-58
Size: C44-C62
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4511 LINED PANTS
Padded pants in polyamide. Interior kneepad pockets.
Material: Polyamide 100 % Lining: Polyester 100 %
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

4503 ADVANCED PULLOVER TROUSERS
Pullover trousers with zipper opening up to side pockets.
Taped seams. Reinforcement material over thighs. Fly in front.
Drawstring and elasticated waist. Dark reflective strips back and
front. Protective zipper cover at side, Velcro closure at leg end.
Two deep side pockets with zippers.
Material: 100% polyamide Lining: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

99

4514 PADDED TROUSERS
Lined trousers in breathable windproof and waterproof material.
Pre-bent knees with internal kneepad pockets. Adjustable waist.
Side pockets. Side vents. Zipper up to knee to make trousers
easier to get on and off.
Material: 100% Polyester. 100% polyamide reinforcement
Colour: Black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156
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4411 3-1 JACKET
Wind and waterproof parka lined with tuckable and detachable
hood. Adjustable jacket hem with drawstring. Two breast
pockets with flap, the left one with phone pocket and pen
pockets. Two laminated pockets with waterproof zip, one on
the left upper sleeve and one below the right breast pocket.
Fleece-lined side pockets with flap and zip. Double front flap
with two-way zip Articulated sleeves with adjustable cuffs.
Removable quilted lining/jacket that can be used separately.
Material: 100% Polyester. 100% polyamide reinforcement
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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4413 WIND AND WATERPROOF PARKA
Wind and waterproof parka jacket lined with tuckable and
detachable hood. Adjustable waist and jacket hem with
drawstring. Inside sleeve cuffs and adjustable cuffs. Internal
telephone pocket with flap, opening for headset, four inner
pockets with zips. Fastened with press studs.Two side pockets
with press studs and three side pockets with zips. Zip pocket on
left sleeve. The lining can be opened to facilitate printing and
embroidery.
Material: 100 % polyester, outer material 145 g/m2
Colour: black melange-996
Size: XS-XXXL

99

4406 JACKET
Wind and waterproof breathable jacket with taped seams in
durable dobby nylon. Quilted padded lining. High collar with
inset hood. Two large breast pockets with flaps and room for
Inbags. Vertical pockets with front zipper on each side of breast
pockets, with room for gloves or documents. Full zipper all the
way up to the collar, protected by placket cover with concealed
press studs. Sleeve with fold-up reflector – flexible solution for
extra safety. Cuff with Velcro closure. One-hand drawstring at
side. Zipper on inside for printing or embroidery.
Material: 100% dobby nylon
Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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» FLAME RETARDANT
Projob is forever evolving and becoming more
advanced, and has now taken the next step by
launching a collection of flame retardant garments. In this category you will find clothing
made of materials especially developed to
fulfill very high standards for flame retardant
clothing.
When developing these garments we put optimum effort into creating shapes and designs
that fit your body and at the same time allow
you maximum freedom of movement in your
daily work.
Our flame retardant garments live up to highset standards and are all EN ISO 11612 certified. Most of them are also EN 1149-5, EN
13034, EN 61482 and EN 471 certified. Of
course ProJob does it utmost to contribute to
a sustainable development and thanks to our
new flame retardant materials, we no longer
need to use the type of chemicals otherwise
associated with workwear. Instead, we use inherent flame protection materials that does
not wash or wear off and so protects the environment and surrounding habitat.
You can find more flame retardant facts and information about certifications etc. on our website www.projob.se.
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CERTIFICATION
ELECTRIC ARC TESTING, EN 61482-1-2:2007
Certified and approved garments suitable for use in
working environments where there is risk of electric
arcs.

EN ISO 11612:2008 A1, B1, C1, (EN 531)
Certified and approved garments to protect the user
when in contact with heat and flames. Suitable for
industrial workers and electricians.

The garments are tested according to en 61482-1-1,
the so-called box test where the arc is directed to
imitate a real life situation. Class 1:4 a, class 2:7 a (voltage: 400v,
arc duration: 500ms).

A1: The garment’s resistance to flame and flame
spread is tested and approved according to EN 532
or ISO 15025. EN 531 and EN ISO 11612 a1 are the same level.

Electric arcs are responsible for about 40 % of all electrical accidents. An electric arc can reach temperatures of several thousand
degrees. Inflammable materials around an electric arc are therefore easily ignited and cause fires.

and approved according to EN 367 or ISO 9151.
Convective heat means the heat that is transferred through the
garment when exposed to flame. Injuries may occur due to the
heat that builds up when the fabric and, indirectly, the body is
exposed to the flame, even if the outer material cannot catch fire.
Class B1 = 4-10 seconds.

In working environments and situations where there is risk of an
electric arc, for example when operating switchgear and switchboards without sufficient safety features or when working close to
a live section of a plant, it is therefore recommended that the staff
wears appropriately tested protective garments.
The garments must be worn as an ensemble, for example jacket
and trousers together with other protective equipment, to achieve
the proper level of protection and there are specific design requirements. These garments are PPE Category III according to the
PPE Directive. Annual inspection of the production is required and
implement by public agency.

EN 1149-5:2008
Certified and approved garments to protect against
electrostatic charges. Suitable for working environments where there is risk of explosion, for example
in refineries.
The garments are tested in accordance with EN 1149-1 or EN
1149-3. The garments are EN 149-5 certified.
This standard requires better safety against formation of sparks
and therefore there are specific design requirements:
• The garments must permanently cover all materials that are not
electrostatically protected.
• Additions such as labels and retroreflective stripes must be permanently attached. No loose hanging parts are allowed.
• Electrically conductive parts (zippers, buttons, etc.) are allowed if
they are completely covered electrostatic protective material.
The garments must be worn as a full ensemble, for example jacket
and trousers, to achieve the proper level of protection. Safety
shoes are recommended.

EN ISO 14116:2007 (EN 553)
Certified and approved garments to protect the user
when in contact with heat and flames. Suitable for
industrial workers and electricians.
The garment’s resistance to flame and flame spread.
Index 1 = a, b, c
a) No flaming or hole formation to top or side edge.
b) No flaming debris.
c) No afterglow.
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B1: The garment’s protection against convective heat is tested

C1: The garment’s protection against radiant heat is tested and
approved according to EN 366 or ISO 6942.
Low radiant heat over an extended period of time may cause
injury. The garment’s heat transmission of radiant heat is tested.
Class C1 = 7-20 seconds.
The garments must be worn as a full ensemble, for example jacket
and trousers, to achieve the proper level of protection.

EN 13034:2005, TYP PB* [6]
Certified and approved chemicals protective clothing
offering limited protective performance against liquid
chemicals. Intended for use in cases of a potential
exposure to low volume splashes.
Suitable for use in cases of potential exposure to small quantities
of liquid chemicals, but where a complete liquid permeation barrier is no required.
The following chemicals have been tested according to EN 14325:
• Sulphuric acid H2SO4, 30 %
• Sodium Hydroxide, NaOH, 30 %
• o-Xylene, undiluted
• 1-butanol, undiluted

*PB = Partial Body Protection
The garments must be worn as a full ensemble, for example jacket
and trousers, to achieve the proper level of protection and have
specific design requirements.

Welding sparks, flames and electric arcs are hard on
any garment, but even harder on the human skin. The
following pages show ProJob’s collection of garments
that protect against almost anything and are certified
according to the latest European standards.
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MATERIALS
MATERIAL

INFORMATION

Flame-retardants are used to hinder materials from
catching on fire or to limit flame spread, but they do
not make the materials completely incombustible.
There are different methods of flame treatment
and different kinds of materials. At ProJob, we have
opted for the latest technology where the flame
protection is built into the fibres of the fabric. That
is, it is not applied to the surface of the fabric as
with regular flame treated garments. Therefore, it
cannot be washed or rubbed out which makes the
flame protection last longer.

Flame treatment is used to prevent flames from
spreading, not to protect the body against heat for
a long period of time. However, a flame retardant
garment can protect against heat a certain amount
of time. If used in combination with flame retardant
undergarments, this amount of time doubles. The
garments must always be worn buttoned / zipped
up and user protection is reduced if worn together
with non-flame retardant garments. Before use, the
user should check the garment for any damages.
The user should also be aware of how to take the
garment off quickly in case of accident.

Most of our garments are made of modacrylic,
cotton and antistatic fibres. Upon contact with fire
they release a gas that disperses the oxygen and
the flames are smothered without afterglow. The
flames do not spread outside the charred area
and there is no flaming debris that may stick to
the user’s skin.
Undergarments and socks are made of wool and
Lenzing FR®, a viscose fibre with inherent flame protection with the same qualities as mentioned above.
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We recommend welders to use a leather welding
apron to protect the garments from welding sparks.
A wet, dirty or sweaty garment provides inferior
protection and the garments should therefore be
washed often. A garment that has been exposed
to flame is depleted and must be replaced. Any
mending must be done using material with the
same protective standard as the garment. Transfer
printing and embroidery may affect a garment’s
protection. Consult the printer so that the protection is not compromised. Different professions have
different protective needs regarding workwear and
protective clothing.

COLLECTION GUIDE

Electric

Driving/Depot

Refinery

Offshore

Line Fitting

Gas station

Energy, heating,
gas

Mining

Railroad/
Roadwork*

WHAT TYPE OF CLOTHING

8402 Jacket

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8404 Lined Jacket

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8503 Trousers

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8504 Trousers

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8001 Undershirt longsleeve

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8101 Undershirt shortsleeve

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8102 Long Underpants

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8103 Boxer Shorts

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8901 Socks Thick

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8902 Socks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8402 Jacket

•

•

•

•

•

•

8404 Lined Jacket

•

•

•

•

•

•

8503 Trousers

•

•

•

•

•

•

8504 Trousers

•

•

•

•

•

•

8001 Undershirt Longsleeve

•

•

8101 Undershirt Shortsleeve

•

•

8102 Long Underpants

•

•

8103 Boxer Shorts

•

•

IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR
OCCUPATION?

WHAT ATTRIBUTES DO

OUR GARMENTS HAVE?

8901 Socks Thick

•

•

8902 Socks

•

•

•

* provided that EN ISO 11611 is not required
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Bent breast pocket with
inner phone pocket.

10

Extended back prevents a gap
between top and bottom.

8404 LINED FLAME RETARDANT HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET
Lined zip collar jacket. Placket with snap buttons in the front. Two breast pockets; the left one ergonomically shaped with inner phone
pocket, the right one ready for ID card holder. Two deep zipped side pockets. Adjustable drawstring bottom and Velcro cuffs. D ring
in the front. Large right hand side inner pocket and smaller left hand side inner pocket, as well as phone pocket. Extended back. The
jacket can be used in combination with trouser 8503 or 8504.
Material: 54 % modacrylic, Protex®, 44 % cotton, 2 % antistatic
Safety class: EN ISO 11612 Class A1, B1, C1, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 type PB [6], EN 471 Class 3 certified and IEC 61482 Class 1.
Colour: ProJob yellow-10
Size: XS - XXXL
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Integrated pockets with room
for phone and ID card.

Outer pockets that can be tucked away.

Inherent flame protection.

Pre-shaped knees with
kneepad pockets
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8504 FLAME RETARDANT HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS
Trousers with side pockets and no front pleats. Leg pockets with phone
pocket, pencil pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders.
Two D rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Pre-shaped knees. Kneepad pockets that open from the inside and are
height adjustable. The back and leg pockets have loops for inbags. Back
pockets with lids.
Material: 54 % modacrylic, Protex®, 44 % cotton, 2 % antistatic
Safety class: EN ISO 11612 Class A1, B1, C1, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 type
PB [6], EN 471 Class 2 certified and IEC 61482 Class 1.
Colour: ProJob yellow-10
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156

10

8402 FLAME RETARDANT HIGH VISIBILITY JACKET
Zip collar jacket without lining. Placket with snap buttons in the
front. Two breast pockets; the left one ergonomically shaped
with inner phone pocket, the right one ready for ID card holder.
Two deep zipped side pockets. Adjustable drawstring bottom
and Velcro cuffs. D ring in the front. Large right hand side inner
pocket and smaller left hand side inner pocket, as well as phone
pocket. Extended back. The jacket can be used in combination
with trouser 8503 or 8504.
Material: 54 % modacrylic, Protex®, 44 % cotton, 2 % antistatic
Safety class: EN ISO 11612 Class A1, B1, C1, EN 1149-5, EN
13034 type PB [6], EN 471 Class 3 certified and IEC 61482 Class
1.
Colour: ProJob yellow-10
Size: XS - XXXL

10
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Ergonomically shaped upper back.

Pre-shaped knees.

10

8503 FLAME RETARDANT HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with extra
pockets and one with tool loops. Leg pockets with phone pocket,
pencil pocket and tool pocket. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two
D rings. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Pre-shaped knees. Kneepad pockets that open from the inside
and are height adjustable. The back pockets and leg pockets have
loops for inbags. Back pockets, one with lid.
Material: 54 % modacrylic, Protex®, 44 % cotton, 2 % antistatic
Safety class: EN ISO 11612 Class A1, B1, C1, EN 1149-5, EN 13034
type PB [6], EN 471 Class 2 certified and IEC 61482 Class 1.
Colour: ProJob yellow-10
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156
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8101 FLAME RETARDANT LONGSLEEVE UNDERSHIRT
Round neck undershirt. Ribbing at the neck and cuffs. Extended back.
Material: 50 % wool, 50 % viscose, Lenzing FR®
Safety class: EN ISO 11612:2008, A1 B1 C1 certified.
Colour: blue melange-54
Size: XS - XXXL

54

Moisture wicking material
with non-chafing seams.

The extended back prevents a gap
between top and bottom.

8103 FLAME RETARDANT BOXER SHORTS
Boxer shorts with elastic waist.
Material: 50 % wool, 50 % viscose, Lenzing FR®
Safety class: EN ISO 11612:2008, A1 B1 C1 certified.
Colour: blue melange-54
Size: XS - XXXL

54
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8001 FLAME RETARDANT SHORTSLEEVE UNDERSHIRT
Shortsleeve round neck undershirt. Ribbing at the neck and cuffs.
Material: 50 % wool, 50 % viscose, Lenzing FR®
Safety class: EN ISO 11612:2008, A1 B1 C1 certified.
Colour: blue melange-54
Size: XS - XXXL

54

8102 FLAME RETARDANT LONG UNDERPANTS
Long underpants with cuffs. Elastic waist.
Material: 50 % wool, 50 % viscose, Lenzing FR®
Safety class: EN ISO 11612:2008, A1 B1 C1 certified.
Colour: blue melange-54
Size: XS - XXXL

54
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8901 FLAME RETARDANT SOCK
Flame retardant sock with shock absorbing padding at the heel,
toe and sole. Knitted in a Lenzing FR® and Kermel ® blend for
superior durability and comfort. Moisture wicking material to
keep your feet dry and elastic arch for optimal fit. Antibacterial
treated.
Material: 41 % aramid, Kermel®, 41 % viscose, Lenzing FR®, 17 %
nylon, 1 % Lycra®
Safety class: Meets the requirements of BS Index 2 (BS EN
533:1997).
Colour: black-99
Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48

99

8902 FLAME RETARDANT SOCK
Flame retardant sock in a Lenzing FR® and Kermel® blend for
superior durability and comfort. Moisture wicking material to
keep your feet dry and elastic arch for optimal fit. Antibacterial
treated.
Material: 41 % aramid, Kermel®, 41 % viscose, Lenzing FR®, 17 %
nylon, 1 % Lycra®
Safety class: Meets the requirements of BS Index 2 (BS EN
533:1997).
Colour: black-99
Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48

99
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RESTAURANT
»AND
KITCHEN

It is a natural step for us at ProJob to launch a
new line to the current range. When developing the Kitchen and Restaurant line we have
focused on quality, function and design. As a
compliment to our existing products in mixed
fabric and cotton satin, we wanted to create
a unique collection by combining new fabric with great comfort. The Kitchen and Restaurant products have been designed using
breathable and functional fabric. Powered by
the latest technology, NANO-TEX (read more
on page 7); ProJob can offer you the necessary garments in the kitchen and restaurant
environment. We take great concern in ergonomics and function and want the user to feel
better so they can perform at their very best
in their daily routines. As far as the design is
concerned, we have complemented the classic white and checks with a camouflage color
and pattern. This is not only to create a modern and balder look but also enables the user
to wear the clothes longer, even with stains on!
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RESTAURANT
AND KITCHEN

ProJobs new exclusive chef jackets are developed
together with Edin Dzemat, Head chef and MD at
the prized gourmet restaurant Linnéa Art Restaurant
in Gothenburg. He has formed and put his personal
touch on the chef jackets when it comes to fitting
and quality. Edin is a part of the Swedish Culinary
Team and know what it takes to succeed in the
kitchen, because he has got high demands on
quality, function and ergonomics. ProJob is proud
to present these exclusive chef jackets and we thank
Edin for the collaboration.
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7407 CHEF’S COAT EXCLUSIVE
Fitted chef’s coat in Egyptian cotton with the feel of the finest
shirt. Lapped inside seams make the coat soft against the skin.
Press studs make it easier to change the coat. 85 degree wash.
Material: 100% Cotton
Colour: White-00, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

00

99

7408 CHEF’S COAT
A stylish chef’s coat with a great fit.85 degree wash.
Material: 100% Cotton
Colour: White-00, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

00
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7409 CHEF’S COAT EXCLUSIVE LADIES
Fitted chef’s coat in Egyptian cotton with the feel of the finest shirt.
Lapped inside seams make the coat soft against the skin. Press studs
make it easier to change the coat. 85 degree wash.
Material: 100% Cotton
Colour: White-00, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

00

99

7410 CHEF’S COAT LADIES
A stylish chef’s coat with a great fit.85 degree wash.
Material: 100% Cotton
Colour: White-00, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

00

99
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7401 CHEF’S JACKET
Classic model with detachable pearl buttons.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

00

7403 CHEF’S JACKET LADIES
Classic model with detachable pearl buttons.
Material: 100% cotton satin, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00
Size: XS-XXXL

00

7405 CHEF’S JACKET
Classic model with detachable pearl buttons. Nanotex-treated
cotton for easier maintenance. Ventilated back with wicking
effect.
Material: 100% cotton, Nanotex 245 g/m2, 100% polyester
Colour: white-00
Size: XS-XXXL

00
104

7505 WAISTPANTS
Chef’s trousers without front pleat. Front side pockets. Safety
pocket with zipper on right side. Two exterior back pockets. Two
leg pockets, right one for palette knife and tongs. Left with flap
and internal phone pocket.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 260 g/m2
Colour: pepita-01
Size: C44-C62, D84-D120, C146-C156

01

7504 LADIES PANTS
Chef’s trousers without front pleat. Front side pockets. Safety
pocket with zipper on right side. Two exterior back pockets. Two
leg pockets, right one for palette knife and tongs. Left with flap
and internal phone pocket.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 260 g/m2
Colour: pepita-01
Size: C34-C50

01
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7814 WAIST APRON
Classic striped waist apron. Pocket on the right side.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Colour: striped-98
Size: Width 100cm, length 95cm

98

7812 WAIST APRON
Available in three sizes.
Material: 100% cotton satin, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00
Size: M = width 75cm, length 85cm; L = width 100cm, length
95cm

00
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7807 WAIST APRON
Pocket on right side.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99, city camo-02
Size: S (only colour 99) = width 75cm, length 43cm; M (only
colour 99) = width 75cm, length 75cm; L = width 95cm, length
100cm

3 sizes!

58

02

00

99

3 sizes!
7802 WAIST APRON
Nanotex-treated cotton for easier maintenance. Available in
three sizes.
Material: 100% cotton, Nanotex 245 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99
Size: S = width 75cm, length 50cm; M = width 75cm, length
75cm; L = width 100cm, length 95cm

3 sizes!

99
00
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7809 SERVING APRON
Pocket on right side. Narrowed at bottom for better freedom of
movement.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: Width 95cm, length 90cm

99

7808 BIB APRON
Adjustable neck loop and pocket on right side.Size: Width
70cm, length 110cm
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99, city camo-02
Size: Width 70cm, length 110cm

58
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7801 BIB APRON
Nanotex-treated cotton for easier maintenance. Inner pocket
on bib and adjustable neck loop.
Material: 100% cotton, Nanotex 245 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99
Size: Width 90cm, length 110cm

99

58

00

7811 BIB APRON
Inner pocket on bib. Adjustable neck loop.
Material: 100% cotton satin, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00
Size: Width 90cm, length 110cm

00
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7813 BIB APRON
Classic striped bib apron. Pocket on the right side. Adjustable neck loop.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Colour: striped-98
Size: Width 75cm, length 110cm

98
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7902 HAT
Fitted Chef’s Hat
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99, city camo-02
Size: ONE SIZE

7901 CHEF’S HAT
Classic Styled Chef’s Hat with Traditional «Mushroom» shaped
effect.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00
Size: ONE SIZE

00
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7905 TWEEZER HOLDER
Material: PVC-coated fabric

99

99

99
58

7906 BUTTONS 12-PACK

00

Material: 100% Polyester

7907 BUTTON ARRANGEMENT
Removable button band. Remove before washing
Material: 100% cotton
Colour: white-00
Size: XS/S, M/XL, XXL/XXXL

00

00
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» FUNCTIONAL CLOTHES
ProJob’s collection of functional clothes is designed in conjunction with sports brand Craft.
Craft has a long history of making functional
clothing of the highest quality and has used
their expertise to design some of the Projob
range. ProJob was pioneering in promoting
the way of dressing properly for work according to the 3-layer principle, which you can read
more about on page 114. By dressing properly,
with ergonomic, functional and quality clothes,
the carrier can stay more healthy and mobile;
and this is a major benefit for him as well as his
employer!
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Functional clothes by the 3-layer principle

The ProJob 3-layer principle has been developed in collaboration with Craft, one of the world’s leading brands
in sports clothes. In physical labour of all kinds it is important to keep dry and at the right temperature. With
ProJob functional clothes you feel comfortable throughout the working day. The 3-layer principle enables you
to regulate your body temperature yourself by taking off
or putting on garments as changing weather or intensity
of work demand.
LAYER 1
Body and fabric work together in this layer. Underclothes
let moisture and surplus heat from the skin pass through
to the next layer.
LAYER 2
Layer 2 is the link between the inner and outer layers.
Revolutionary materials transport sweat through the
fabric and out from the body. Layer 2 also has an insulating effect.
LAYER 3
The protective shell conserves heat and keeps the effects of weather outside. Sweat evaporates due to the
interaction of the garment, the body’s movements and
the air.
POLYESTER
ProJob functional clothes are worn nearest the body.
The material consists of skin-friendly, non-allergenic
polyester with a unique capacity for leading moisture
away from the body. In combination with a fit snug to
the body, this means that you keep drier and that the
body maintains a more pleasant working temperature,
which is excellent for the most demanding tasks. Maximum ventilation properties. Flat-lock seams to prevent
chafing. Good elasticity, soft and supple. Low pilling.
Recyclable. Excellent for year-round use. Washable at
60ºC. Certified by ÖKO-Tex.
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WOOL/POLYESTER
Active wool, for use in work at low temperatures. The
material has a channel structure on the inside, which retains heat nearest the skin. The polyester fibres in the
material, in combination with the fit snug to the body,
lead moisture out from the body and spread it out on
the upper wool layer. Superwashed wool on the outside
makes for a material with great insulating properties that
don’t itch and always feel dry and warm. Flat-lock seams
to prevent chafing. Good elasticity, soft and supple.
MICRO
Micro (layer 2) is a material that is lighter and suppler than
common fleece, yet still has high insulation and heating
capacity. The Micro garments have a soft, brushed inside and a smooth, durable, ripstop-structured outside,
where moisture evaporates rapidly. ProJob Micro is the
same as Craft’s proven Shift material.

(ALLROUND OUTFIT/PULLOVER TROUSERS)
A wind and waterproof material with high moisturetransporting capacity and breathability. Easy to care for
and durable. 3,000 mm water column and 4,000 mvp
breathability.
SOFT SHELL BY PROJOB
New, unique stretch material for increased mobility
and optimal performance. Wind and water-repellent.
Breathability for regulation of surplus heat. Heat-insulating.
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3105 CREWNECK ADVANCED

NEW

Functional Crewneck with a Cool design. Close to body-form
fit keeps fabric in contact with your skin. Elastic for optimal
movement. Bodymapped climate zones guarantee excellent
body temperature for maximum performance.
Seamless torso preventing chafing and irritation.
Material: 52% Polyamide, 42% Polyester, 6% Elasthan
Color: 99 Black
Size: XS-3XL

99

NEW

3505 LONG JOHN ADVANCED
Functional Long John in cool design. Close to body-form
fit keeps fabric in contact with your skin. Elastic for optimal
movement. Bodymapped climate zones guarantee excellent
body temperature for maximum performance.
Material: 52% Polyamide, 42% Polyester, 6% Elasthan
Color: 99 Black
Size: XS-3XL

99
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3101 UNDERSHIRT
Functional undershirt with round neck. Fits snugly to body.
Raglan sleeve. Extended back. No side seam, preventing
chafing and irritation. Knit cuff at sleeve end. Two-tone with flatlock seams in contrasting colour.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

3103 UNDERSHIRT WITH POLO NECK
Functional undershirt with polo neck. Fits snugly to body. Short
front zipper with zipguard to protect chin from chafing. Raglan
sleeve. Extended back. No side seam, preventing chafing and
irritation. Knit cuff at sleeve end. Two-tone with flat-lock seams
in contrasting colour.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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3501 LONGJOHNS
Functional longjohns with fly. Fit that follows the movements of
the body. Fits snugly to body for optimal ventilation. Elasticated
waist. Knit cuff at leg end.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: black-99, gray-93
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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3104 UNDERSHIRT WITH POLO NECK
Functional undershirt with polo neck. Fits snugly to body. Short
front zipper with zipguard to protect chin from chafing. Raglan
sleeve. Extended back. No side seam, preventing chafing and
irritation. Knit cuff at sleeve end.
Material: 30% wool, 70% polyester
Colour: ProJob blue-56
Size: XS-XXXL

56

3102 UNDERSHIRT
Functional undershirt with round neck. Fits snugly to the body.
Raglan sleeve. Extended back. No side seam, preventing
chafing and irritation. Knit cuff at sleeve end.
Material: 30% wool, 70% polyester
Colour: ProJob blue-56
Size: XS-XXXL

56

3502 LONGJOHNS
Functional longjohns with fly. Fit that follows the movements of
the body. Fits snugly to body for optimal ventilation. Elasticised
waist. Knit cuff at leg end.
Material: 30% wool, 70% polyester
Colour: ProJob blue-56
Size: XS-XXXL

56
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3010 ACTIVE T-SHIRT
Functional T-shirt in 2-layer interlock. Functional material rapidly
transports moisture away from the skin and distributes it in the
outer layer, a so-called wicking effect. This enables the garment
to dry quickly, leaving you feeling dry and fresh all day. Modern
fit. Shrink- and creaseproof.
Material: 100% Polyester 180-190 g/m2
Colour: White -00, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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3011 ACTIVE PIQUE
Functional pique in 2-layer interlock. Functional material rapidly
transports moisture away from the skin and distributes it in the
outer layer, a so-called wicking effect. This enables the garment
to dry quickly, leaving you dry and fresh all day. Modern fit.
Shrink- and creaseproof.
Material: 100% Polyester 180-190 g/m2
Colour: White -00, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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3005 FUNCTION PIQUE
Functional pique with zipper. Lightweight material design that
helps transport moisture from your skin to keep you dry and
comfortable when working hard. Loose fit. Non-iron and preshrunk.
Material: 100 % polyester
Colour: grey-98, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

83
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3504 FUNCTIONAL MENS BOXER
Boxer underpants in functional material. Ventilation in
vulnerable places enabling you to feel cool, dry and fresh all
day. Functional material in the underpants also means that the
garment dries more quickly. Tight fit.
Material: 89% Nylon 11% Spandex, Mesh: 92% Polyester 8%
Spandex
Colour: Black-99, White-00

99

Size: XS-XXXL
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3306 MICROPOLO
Comfortable long-sleeved functional top with polo. Short zip
at the front with zipguard to protect the chin against chafing.
Breast pocket and side pocket with zip. Useful over a T-shirt and
under a jacket for all kinds of work.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: Red -35, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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3307 MICRO-JACKET
Comfortable long-sleeved functional jacket. Long zip at the
front with zipguard to protect the chin against chafing. Breast
pocket and side pocket with zip. Useful over a T-shirt and under
a jacket for all kinds of work.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: Red -35, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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3305 HIGH LOFT FLEECE
Very warm, light functional fleece jacket. Softshell reinforced in
exposed areas. Two side pockets and a breast pocket with ID
card holder. Perfect as layer 2 sweater or as outerwear. Onehand drawcord bottom. Cuffs with thumb holes.
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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4416 SOFTSHELL JACKET
Advance softshell jacket with wind and waterproof membrane.
Slanted pockets on the left breast. Pocket on the right breast
for mobile, pen and ID card, etc. Cordura reinforced elbows
and pockets. Adjustable cuffs and waist. Detachable drawstring
hood. Zip pocket on left sleeve, two inside pockets and two
side pockets. Adjustable waist with drawstring and cuff.
Material: 100 % polyester, 325 g/m2
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
99
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NEW
COLOUR
3406 FUNCTIONAL JACKET
Functional layer 3 wind and water repellent softshell jacket. Two
breast pockets, left with inner phone pocket. ID card holder.
Two side pockets. Sleeve pocket on the left arm. Inner pocket
on the left side with handsfree opening. Ventilation zippers
under armpits. Drawcord waist. Adjustable cuffs. Extended back
panel for better comfort. Reflective piping on sleeves and back.
Removable and adjustable hood. Fleece lined collar for better
comfort.
Material: 100% polyester.
Colour: red-35, navy-58, graphite-94 black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

58

3407 PADDED FUNCTIONAL JACKET.

35
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NEW
COLOUR

Functional layer 3 wind and water repellent softshell jacket.
Quilted padded lining.Two breast pockets, left with inner phone
pocket. ID card holder. Two inner pockets with zipper, one
bigger for documents etc. Two side pockets. Sleeve pocket
on the left arm. Inner pocket on the left side with handsfree
opening. Ventilation zippers under armpits. Drawcord waist.
Adjustable cuffs. Extended back panel for better comfort.
Reflective piping on sleeves and back. Removable and
adjustable hood. Fleece lined collar and side pockets for better
comfort.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: red-35, navy-58, graphite-94 black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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4430 RAIN JACKET
Stitched, welded and taped seams. Adjustable and Detachable
hood with press studs. Cuffs with press studs. Front pockets
with flap. Reflexes on end of sleeves and bottom of jacket. The
trousers have an elasticated waist and front pockets with flap,
making it easy to access the pockets.
Material: 100% PVC
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

4530 RAIN TROUSERS
Stitched, welded and taped seams. Elasticated waist and front
pockets with flaps and ”mesh” pocket pouch for ventilation.
Reflex on ankle cuff.
Material: 100% PVC
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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3405 WIND AND WATERPROOF JACKET
Wind and waterproof jacket with good breathable properties
and taped seams. Breast pocket with mobile telephone pocket
and opening for headset. Water resistant zip. Collar with inset
hood. Two side-pockets. Adjustable waist with drawstring and
adjustable cuff. Dark reflective piping in the yoke.
Material: 100 % polyamide. Lining: 100 % polyester
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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99

3509 WIND AND WATERPROOF TROUSERS
Wind and waterproof trousers with good breathable properties
and taped seams. Elasticated drawstring waist. Two side
pockets with zips, knee reinforcement, opening with a zip at the
end of the legs.
Material: 100 % polyamide. Lining: 100 % polyester
Colour: navy 58, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
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» PROFILE
ProJob Profile clothes let you show off your
company from its best side. Wearing Profile
clothes is a way of letting people know where
you come from. It makes meetings easier and
more pleasant. Profile clothes are a way of
building relationships, both in the workplace
and away from it. They create a spirit of community and make special experiences extra
memorable. Profile clothes communicate
your company’s message. ProJob’s colourcoordinated collections make it easy to create
a good-looking and varied Profile that never
gets dull. Above all ProJob Profile clothes are
functional, but they measure up well to the
appraising eye.
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2512 JEANS
Normal width jeans with zip fly.
Material: 100% cotton denim.
Colour: Denim blue-57

Size chart
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2507 JEANS
Normal width jeans.
Material: 100% cotton denim
Colour: denim blue-57

Size chart
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2016 T-SHIRT
T-shirt in single jersey (colours 10 & 17 in Interlock), modern fit with
double collar and neck strap, seamless.
Material: 180 gsm (Colours 10 & 17 200 gsm )
Colour: White-00, ProJob Yellow-10, Orange-17, Red-35, Navy-58, Grey98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
58
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NEW
COLOUR

2017 LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
T-shirt with long sleeves in single jersey. Modern, close fitting. Double
collar and neck strap, seamless. Cuffs on sleeves for optimum comfort.
Material: 100% Cotton (Colour 10 100 % Polyester)
Colour: White-00, ProJob Yellow-10, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99
00
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2015 PIQUE
Short sleeve Piqué top Rib knit collar and cuffs. Button neck
with three buttons and vents at the sides. Ventilation holes
under the arms.
Material: 65 % Polyester and 35 % Cotton, 200 g/m2
Colour: white 00, red 35, navy 58, stone 83, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2014 PIQUE
Short sleeve Piqué top Rib knit collar and cuffs. Button neck
with two buttons and vents at the sides. Ventilation holes under
the arms.
Material: 100 % Cotton 210-220 g/m2.
Colour: white 00, red 35, navy 58, stone 83, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2018 PIQUE
Short sleeve Pique, Rib knit collar and cuffs. Button neck with
three buttons. Florescent fabric at shoulders.
Material: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 200 gsm. Florecent fabric
100% Polyester 200 gsm
Colour: black 99
Size: XS-XXXXL

NEW
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2118 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with pockets at the sides, ideal for keys or mobile
phones. Round neck rib knit collar. Ribbed hem and cuffs.
Reinforced elbows and underarms.
Material: 65 % Polyester and 35 % Cotton, 200 g/m2
Colour: red 35, navy 58, stone 83, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2119 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with rib knit collar and button neck with three
buttons. Ribbed hem and cuffs. Reinforced elbows and
underarms.
Material: 65 % Polyester and 35 % Cotton, 200 g/m2
Colour: red 35, navy 58, stone 83, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2120 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with zip breast pocket. Rib knit collar with short
zip. Ribbed cuffs and vents at the sides. Adjustable waist with
drawstring.
Material: 65 % Polyester and 35 % Cotton, 200 g/m2
Colour: red 35, navy 58, stone 83, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL
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NEW
2124 ROUND NECK SWEATSHIRT
Round neck Sweatshirt , rib knitted cuffs and waist.
Material: 100% Cotton, 280 gsm
Colour: navy 58, grey 98, black 99
Size: XS-XXXXL
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2319 FLEECE SWEATSHIRT
Anti-pilling fleece sweatshirt with short zip at the front. One
vertical zipped breast pocket Reinforced collar and cuffs.
Material: 100% Polyester 290 g/m2
Colour: Navy -58, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2318 FLEECE JACKET
Anti-pilling fleece jacket. Zipper up to collar. One vertical breast
pocket and two side pockets with zips. Reinforced collar and
cuffs.
Material: 100% Polyester 290 g/m2
Colour: Navy -58, Grey- 98, Black-99
Size: XS-XXXL
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2718 VEST
Padded vest in wind and water-repellent material. Two breast
pockets, one with mobile telephone pocket and opening for
headset. Two inner pockets, one with zipper. Dark reflective
piping in yoke. One-hand drawstring at bottom edge.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: red-35, navy-58, stone-83, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

83

35

58

99

2420 JACKET
Jacket with inset hood in wind and water-repellent material.
Webbed lining and opening under yoke in back for optimal
ventilation. Two breast pockets, one with mobile telephone
pocket and opening for headset. Two inner pockets, one with
zipper. Dark reflective piping in yoke.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: navy-58, stone-83, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

58

83

2219 SHIRT
Button-down shirt. Two large breast pockets with room for
Inbags. Opening for pens in left breast pocket. Adjustable
cuff button with two buttons. Sleeve construction for optimal
freedom of movement, double yokes and two pleats in back.
Material: 100% cotton twill 200 g/m2
Colour: red-35, navy-58, khaki-82, graphite-94 black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

35

58

82

83

99
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SYSTEM
» THE &INBAG
ACCESSORIES

It was the idea of a more flexible and ergonomic carrying system that gave birth to ProJobs
Inbags. We know from our own experience
how important it is that the weight of tools
is distributed properly over the body. Also of
great importance is mobility. When you find
yourself in a heavy, tough and at times dangerous situation, nothing must keep you from
moving freely. Bag pockets in different sizes,
configured for different needs, are easily transferred from shirt and trousers pockets to the
trousers belt, toolbelt or tool pouch. ProJobs
Inbags can be combined with all of the series
in our range. ProJobs Inbags provide optimal
flexibility and keep your things in order.
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THE INBAG SYSTEM & ACCESSORIES

1001 MATERIALS INBAG
An Inbag for accessories such as nails, screws and odds and ends. Perfect
for when you need to replace nails or screws quickly and easily.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Size: ONE SIZE
99

1002 SMALL MOBILE INBAG
Small Inbag for a mobile telephone/cordless office telephone and a pen.
Has a small compartment for a headset.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE
99

1003 MOBILE INBAG
Inbag for pens, a mobile telephone/cordless office telephone and pocket
torch or marker pen. Has room for A6-size paper.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE
99

1005 TOOL INBAG
Medium-sized tool Inbag with room for a knife, a folding rule,
screwdrivers, pliers, etc. A foldaway strap keeps the tools in place.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99
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1201 BASE CASE
Base case for Inbags, tools, paper, etc. It’s easy to attach your
Inbags, turning the case into a stationary tool holder. The case
is also perfect as a normal work bag.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

9029 BAG
Bag with room for most things. Separate ventilated shoe
compartment. Detachable shoulder strap. Key compartment.
Mobile etc.
Colour: Black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99
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1101 DOUBLE BELT
Double belt for the trouser waistband. The pocket bags can be
hung from the outer belt and slide to any position.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

1102 PADDED BELT
Padded outside belt for Inbags. Has fixed positions for pocket
bags, both hinged and tight against the belt. You can quickly
and easily construct your own toolbelt.
Material: 600d Oxford nylon
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE
99

9036 VELCRO BELT
Leather buckle belt, ideal for the car industry and coating
plants. Velcro adjusted.
Colour: Black-99
Size: XS-S (117cm), M-XL (130cm), XXL-XXXL (147cm)

99

147

9004 LEATHER BELT
Belt in thick naturally tanned leather with metal buckle
Material: 100% Leather
Colour: Black-99 with silver buckle
Size: ONE SIZE
99

9001 STRETCH BELT
Elastic belt that follows the movements of the body. Buckle with
bottle opener.
Material: Polypropylene, elastane
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE
99

9020 BELT
Belt with a bottle opener on the metal buckle.
Material: 100% Polyester
Colour: Black-99 with silver buckle
Size: ONE SIZE

99
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9027 LONG TECHNICAL SOCK
Swedish-made long woollen sock that fits perfectly in shoes or
boots. Nanoglide to minimise friction and avoid the risk of sores
and blisters. Lycra in leg so that the sock doesn’t fall down.
Right and left sock for optimum fit.
Material: 60% Wool, 36% Polyamide, 3% NanoglideTM 1% Lycra
Colour: Grey- 95, Black-99
Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48

99

95

9028 TECHNICAL SOCK
Swedish-made sock in Dri Release R. Dri Release R is a unique
material with a cotton feel which makes the sock comfortable,
dry and odour-free. Nanoglide to minimise friction and avoid
the risk of sores and blisters. Lycra in leg so that the sock
doesn’t fall down. Wide grip-top to avoid pressure on the
shinbone. Right and left sock for optimum fit.
Material: 52% Dri ReleaseR, 42% Polyamide, 4% NanoglideTM,
2% Lycra
Colour: Grey- 95, Black-99
Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48
99

945

9012 TERRY SOCK 7 PACK
Supple work sock in semi-terry cloth. Knit from a mixture of
cotton and polyamide for optimum durability and comfort.
Material: 80% cotton, 15% polyamide, 5% elastane
Colour: black-99
Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48

99
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9015 BALACLAVA
Made of stretch microfleece for perfect fit and climate control.
The right choice under the helmet on a cold and windy day.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

9014 FLEECE CAP
A cap in laminated fleece. Double layers around neck and
forehead. Adjustable with stoppers. Wind and water-resistant
and breathable.
Material: 100% polyester
99

Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE
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9017 KNITTED CAP
Knitted cap with coolmax lining
Material: 100% acrylic
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

9018 KNITTED CAP
Knitted cap with Windstopper and knitted reflectors.
Material: 70 % Acrylic, 30 % Wool with piumafil lining.
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

9007 CAP KNITTED
Knit chimney-sweep cap.
Material: 100% acrylic
Colour: grey melange-95
Size: ONE SIZE

95
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NEW

10

17

99

9037 BEANIE
Cap in single jersey with matching flatlock stitching.
Material: 95% Cotton, 5% Spantex (Black)
Colour: 10 ProJob Yellow, 17 Orange, 99 Black.
Size: One Size
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9013 SAFETY CAP
Cap with pre-bent brim. Adjustable reflector Velcro in the back.
Material: 46% polyester, 54% cotton
Colour: ProJob-yellow-10, orange 17
Size: ONE SIZE

10

17

NEW

9038 LINED BEANIE
Cap with fleece lining in single jersey with matching flatlock seams.
Material: 95% Cotton 5% Spandex (Black)
Colour: 10 ProJob Yellow, 17 Orange, 99 Black
Size: One Size

99

10
17

9026 MULTISCARF
Stretch multi scarf. Multiple areas of use, for example around
the neck or as a hat.
Material: 100% polyester.
Colour: Black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99
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9019 PRO GENERATION CAP
Washed cotton twill cap.
Material: 100% cotton
Colour: black-99
Size: ONE SIZE

99

9008 BASEBALL CAP
ProJob cap with room for company logo. With elliptical cushion
preventing pressure pain.
Material: 100% cotton
Colour: light grey-93
Size: ONE SIZE

56

NEW

9039 Zippuller 10-Pack
Zippuller packed 10 pcs in one color per bag
Color: White-00, Yellow-10, Orange-17, Red-35, Grey-98, Black-99
Size: One Size

99
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10

35

00

98

9032 ID CARD HOLDER 5-PACK
To be attached with a carbine hook or brace clips.Sold in
5-pack.

99

9035 ID CARD HOLDER
Soft ID card holder
Material: Cordura®

99

9024 HANGPOCKET
Detachable hanging pocket for tools, nails and other
equipment. The right pocket is divided into two sections, one
with three compartments and strong polyester tool bands. The
left pocket is equipped with two sections

00

Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2

56

Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00, ProJob blue-56, black-99
99
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9033 ERGO KNEE PROTECTOR 11 MM
Ergonomic knee protector for when you want to look out for
your knees. Recommended by many experts in ergonomics and
occupational health.
Material: GelFoam
Colour: black-99
Size: 20x14x1.1 cm

99

9030 ERGO KNEE PROTECTOR 22 MM
Ergonomic knee protector for when you want to look out for
your knees. Recommended by many experts in ergonomics and
occupational health.
Material: GelFoam
Colour: black-99
Size: 20x14x2.2 cm

99
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9050 ERGONOMIC KNEEPAD
A shaped kneepad based on the human knee, which keeps
it in place and size. The smooth shell keeps the kneepad
from clinging to the pants. The material used has been
recommended by experts within the ergonomics and company
health care areas.
Material: GelFoam
Colour: ProJob blue-56

56

9056 ERGO KNEE PROTECTION EN14404

NEW

Ergonomic curved knee protector. Conform to the European
Directive 89/686/CEE following the EN 14404+A1:2010 official tests.
Material: PE
Safety Class EN14404 level 0
Colour: 56 ProJob Blue

56
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2599 WAISTPANTS BASIC
Waistpant without front pleat. Side pockets on both legs and
two back pockets. On the right leg even a pocket adapted
for folding rule. Leg lengths are adjustable, by untack the red
thread at the ankles the leg length can be extended 5 cm.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 245g/m2
Colour: black-99, marin-58
Size: 42-62 (142-162)

99

58

9599 PROTECTIVE SHOE BASIC
Safety shoe with non-penetratable sole and protective toecap.
(EN 345 S1 P)
EN 345 S1 P
Colour: black-99
Size: 36-47

99
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Size guide
MEN REGULAR
S
Size

M

C44

C46

L

C48

C50

XL

C52

C54

C56

XXL
C58

C60

C62

Chest (“)/cm

34.5/88

36/92

38/96

39.5/100

41/104

42.5/108

44/112

45.5/116

47/120

49/124

Waist (“) /cm

30/76

31.5/80

33/84

34.5/88

36/92

38/97

40/102

42.5/108

45/114

47/120

Hip (“)/cm

37/94

38.5/98

40/102

41.5/106

43/110

45/114

46.5/118

48/122

49.5/126

51/130

32.5/83

33/84

33/84

D112

D116

D120

Inside leg (“)/cm

30/76

30.5/78

31/79

31.5/80

31.5/81

32/82

32.5/83

Size conversion to inches

29/32

30/32

31/32

32/32

34/34

36/34

38/34

C146

C148

C150

C152

C154

C156

MEN TALL
Size
Chest (“)/cm

36/92

38/96

39.5/100

41/104

42.5/108

44/112

Waist (“) /cm

31.5/80

33/84

34.5/88

36/92

38/97

40/102

Hip (“)/cm

38.5/98

40/102

41.5/106

43/110

45/114

46.5/118

Inside leg (“)/cm

32.5/83

33/84

33.5/85

34/86

34/87

34.5/88

Size conversion to inches

30/34

31/34

32/34

34/36

36/36

38/36

D88

D92

D96

D100

D104

D108

MEN SHORT
Size

D84

Chest (“)/cm

33/84

34.5/88

36/92

38/96

39.5/100

41/104

42.5/108

44/112

45.5/116

47/120

Waist(“) /cm

30.5/78

32/82

34/86

35.5/90

37/94

38.5/98

40.5/108

42.5/108

45/114

47/120

Hip (“)/cm

37/92

38/96

39.5/100

41/104

42.5/108

44/112

45.5/120

47/120

49/124

50.5/128

Inside leg (“)/cm

28.5/72

28.5/73

29/74

29.5/75

30/76

30.5/77

30.5/79

31/79

31/79

31.5/80

Size conversion to inches

29/30

30/30

31/30

32/30

34/30

36/32

38/32

40/32

42/32

SIZE KEY GARMENTS
Men

Men

Women

Women

Shirts, neck width cm and inches

32

XS

XS

40 – 42

34 –36

S

S

44 – 46

38 – 40

M

37–38

14.5 –15

M

48 –50

42– 44

L

39– 40

15.5 –16

L

52–54

46 – 48

XL

41– 42

16 –16.5

35 –36

13.5 –14

XL

56 –58

50 –52

XXL

43 – 44

17–17.5

XXL

60 – 62

54

XXXL

45 – 46

17.5 –18

XXXL

64 – 66

47– 48

18.5 –19

A

B
WOMEN
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Size

C34

C36

C38

C40

C42

A Chest measurement (“)/cm

31.5/80

33/84

34.5/88

36/92

38/96

B Waist measurement (“)/cm

26/66

27/69

28.5/72

30/76

31.5/80

C Hip measurement (“)/cm

35.5/90

36.5/93

38/96

39/99

40/102

D Crotch length (“)/cm

30/76

30/77

31/78

31/79

31.5/80

Size

C44

C46

C48

C50

A Chest measurement (“)/cm

39.5/100

41/104

43/110

45.5/116

B Waist measurement (“)/cm

33/84

34.5/88

36.5/93

39/99

C Hip measurement (“)/cm

41.5/106

43/110

45/115

47/120

D Crotch length (“)/cm

32/81

32/82

32.5/83

33/84

c

D

Choosing the right size
Size is extremely important when it comes to work clothes – it affects function, wear and ergonomics. ProJob clothing is designed with flexibility in mind. Clothes that are the wrong size prevent the wearer from moving around
freely. Pockets and other functional details which are used repeatedly during the working day need to be positioned where they can be reached easily. If the clothing is the wrong size, either the positioning of the pockets
will force the wearer to make strenuous movements, or the pockets will serve no purpose at all. It’s also extremely
important for the knee protectors to be in the right place to prevent unnecessary wear. The size also affects how
long clothes last – the tighter the garment, the greater the strain on the seams and the fabric.
The ProJob collection includes sizes to meet every need. Almost all our tops are available in XS–XXXL and almost
all our trousers are available in C44–C62, D84–D120 and C146–C156 (see Size Guide for details).

Size guide jeans
L

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

36

38

30

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

32

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

34
36

W

40

42

•

•
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Safety clothes information
Reflective clothing is personal protective equipment.
Personal protective equipment are products that are designed to be used by a person for protection against health
and safety risks.
The special demands placed on personal protective equipment in Europe are described in EN-norms.
Products that pass these basic safety requirements are allowed to carry the obligatory CE-mark. In order for a safety
product to be approved and marked with the CE mark, it must have been tested and certified by an authorized
organisation.
HIGH-VIS CLOTHES FOR PROFESSIONAL USERS
These have to be CE-marked and approved according to the norm EN 471. The norm describes among other things
what colours are permitted, where on the clothes the reflecting material is to be placed, and which information that
must accompany the clothes. The design of
the clothes must also follow certain criteria in order to achieve the best possible visibility. In the norm there are three
classes. The norm specifies how much fluorescing cloth and how big the reflective area reflective clothes of each
class must have.
CLASS 1
This gives the lowest level of protection. The total fluorescent area must be at least 0.14m2 and the reflective area
0.10m2. May only be used if there is little contact with a few vehicles and/or slow moving traffic.
CLASS 2
Gives a much better protection than class 1, especially in daytime, twilight and fog. The total fluorescent area must
be at least 0.50.14m2 and the reflective area 0.13m2. Class 2 is used in harbours, on railways, building sites, parking
places, cross country searches, load
bearing vehicles and other places where class 3 is not required.
CLASS 3
This gives the highest level of protection. The total fluorescent area must be at least 0.80m2 and the reflective area
0.20m2. To be used in the proximity of fast moving traffic.
The rules for reflective clothing are applicable to any place of work where there is some form of traffic, roads,parking
places, airports, harbours, building places, mines, etc. In Sweden for example, the employer is required by the
worker protection laws to supply personal protective equipment if this is needed, and often it is the employer/work
provider that decides the safety class that is applicable on their work site.
EN 471 / EN ISO 20471
EN ISO 20471 is the latest update of the norm, since this came, garments can no longer be certified according to
EN 471. Therefore all new products are certified under the new norm. ProJob working to gradually update all High
Visibility garments in the collection according to the new standard. EN 471 is still fully approved to use and will be
so for many years to come.
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Washing guide
and care instructions
WASHING
All our garments are properly tested. Each of our garments has its own washing instructions, and it’s important to follow these. If a garment is always washed with
similar colours and at the recommended temperature,
it will stay looking good for longer. “Wash separately”
in the washing instructions means that the colour of the
fabric may run – for these garments, which may initially
have a little extra dye, it is particularly important to follow the washing instructions.
PREWASH
Use the same amount of detergent as in the main wash
cycle when prewashing very dirty clothes, but skip the
prewash cycle completely for less dirty garments. Soaking garments is not recommended due to the damage
which undisolved detergent can do to fabrics.

time and space, hanging garments out to dry is recommended as this is better for your clothes. Smooth out
the fabric and the seams before hanging up a garment.
When tumble drying, the garment should never be
completely dried, as this causes unnecessary wear and
can cause shrinkage.
SHOES
Store the clean shoes in a dry and ventilated area when
they are not being used. Make sure that the shoes are
intact before each time of use. Clean regularly, using a
brush, rag or similar. Treat the leather regularly by using a suitable, for example, grease, wax or silicon based
shoe polish. Do not use aggressive products (petrol, acids, solvents etc.) that can jeopardise the quality, safety
and durability of the personal protection devices. Do
not dry the shoes close to or in direct contact with fireplaces, central heating systems or other heat sources.

DETERGENT
Always be sure to use the correct amount of detergent
– see the detergent packaging. Choose a bleach-free
detergent which is suitable for the temperature of the
wash.
DRYING
Only tumble dry as a last resort – if you have enough

Do not tumble dry

Do not iron

Tumble dry on low heat (50°c)

Professional leather clean

Do not use chlorine bleach

Cool iron –110°c max,
suitable for nylon

Do not wring

Dry-clean, but do not use
chemicals stronger than
perchloroethylene

Cool iron –150°c max,
suitable for polyester/cotton

Shows the recomended wash
temperature

Delicate cycle

Do not dry-clean

Hand wash only

Cool iron –200°c max
suitable for cotton
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Logo explanations
Protective toecap

Waterproof

Non-penetratable sole

Antistatic

Shock absorbing

Oil resistant

Breathable
Electrostatic discharge

Winter model

Washable

Leather

9511 PROTECTIVE MIDBOOT S1 P
Sturdy and lightweight boot that provides superior comfort.
Metal and PVC free.
Material: Micro fibre Lining: Durable, quick-drying and
breathable BK mesh lining Insole: Soft non-penetratable
L-Protection Outsole: PTU for superior shock absorption,
durability and slip resistance Other: Composite toecap.
Safety class: EN 345 S1 P
Size: 35-48

83

9502 PROTECTIVE SHOE S1 P
Lightweight and airy protective shoe/sandal that provides
excellent comfort. Metal and PVC free.
Material: Micro fibre Lining: Durable, quick-drying and
breathable BK mesh lining Insole: Soft non-penetratable
L-Protection Outsole: PTU for superior shock absorption,
durability and slip resistance Other: Composite toecap
Safety class: EN 345 S1 P
Size: 35-48

83
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9513 ESD SHOE
Athletic safety shoes to protect against electrostatic discharge.
Reinforced heels for optimum comfort. PVC free.
Material: Upper: Microfiber. Lining: Durable breathable quick
dry BK mesh lining. Insole: L protection soft non-penetrable
sole. Outsole: Pattern for optimum grip. Other: Composite toe
cap.
Safety class: EN 345 S1 P, ESD
Size: 35-48

83

9512 WINTER BOOT S3 WR
Thinsulate lined water resistant breathable protective boot with
perfect comfort. Metal and PVC free.
Material: Fully grained leather Lining: Durable, quick-drying
and breathable BK mesh lining Insole: Soft non-penetratable
L-Protection Outsole: TPU for superior shock absorption,
durability and slip resistance Other: Composite toe cap.
Safety class: EN 345 S3 WR
Size: 35-48

99
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9550 SHOE LACES
Polyester shoe laces. Sold in pairs.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99
Size: 85cm, 90cm, 100cm, 110cm, 120cm, 130cm, 140cm, 150cm

99

9508 GEL SOLE
The ProJob gel sole provides efficient shock absorption for
your feet throughout the day and reduces the sense of fatigue
in your legs and back. The gel fluid stimulates your muscles
and blood circulation and the shape of the sole provides better
comfort and support for the arch. The high quality sole is
antibacterial and fits all types of footwear.
Size: 35-48

56
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3002 WORK T-SHIRT
Two-tone functional t-shirt in polyester piqué. Lightweight
construction in material, which leads moisture away from the
skin and keeps you dry and comfortable during strenuous
exertion. Loose fit. Non-iron and no-shrink.
Material: 100% polyester
Colour: stone-83, brown-77
Size: XS-XXXL

83

77

2121 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with zip. Zip side pockets with softshell
reinforcement. Ribbed cuffs and waist.
Material: 55 % polyester, 45 % Cotton, 260 g/m2. Reinforcement
100 % polyester.
Colour: black 99, brown 77
Size: XS-XXXL

77
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2122 SWEATSHIRT
Sweatshirt with softshell reinforcement in the sides. Ribbed cuffs
and waist.
Material: 55 % polyester, 45 % Cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: black 99, brown 77
Size: XS-XXXL

77

2116 HOOD JACKET
Hood with zipper. Softshell reinforced sides. Side pockets with
zippers.
Material: 55% polyester, 45% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyester
Colour: black-99, brown-77
Size: XS-XXXL

77
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4408 LINED JACKET
Waterproof jacket with quilted lining and a waterproof full
length zipper. Two breast pockets; one horizontal with zipper
and a hidden D-ring for your ID-card, and one curved with
waterproof zipper and a hidden slot for your mobile phone.
Deep fleece lined side pockets. One large zipped inner pocked
with room for blueprints as well as one smaller. Elastic cuffs
with thumb slits. Cordura® reinforced shoulders, chest, back
and hips. Adjustable collar and waist. Welted seam reflectors in
front and back.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2.
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77
Size: XS-XXXL

77

5409 JACKET
Zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure with
snap buttons. Two breast pockets, one vertical and one with
zipper. Two deep side pockets. Large inner pockets, one with
space for documets and one smaller with zipper. Adjustable
cuffs and cordura reinfoced hip and elbows.
Material: 70%polyamid, 30% Cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements:100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77
Size: XS-XXXL

77
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4415 SOFTSHELL JACKET
Wind and water-repellent softshell jacket with good breathable
properties. Two breast pockets and two side pockets with zips.
Pocket on left sleeve and two inner pockets with zip. Ribbed
cuffs and pre-bent arms. Adjustable waist with drawstring. Loop
for ID card holder.
Material: 100 % polyester, 310 g/m2
Colour: black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

99

5402 JACKET
Jacket with fleece plush lining and zipper all the way up to the
collar. Front zipper closure with press studs. Two breast pockets
with bellow pleat and Cordura®-reinforced pocket flaps. Loops
under breast pockets for Inbags. Two deep side pockets. Large
inner pockets, one with room for drawings and a smaller one
with a zipper. Adjustable waistband and cuff with Cordura®
reinforcement. Internal knit cuff on sleeve ends.
Material: 82% polyester, 18% cotton
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura® 100% polyester
fleece plush
Colour: navy-58, black 99
Size: XS-XXXL

58
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5513 WAISTPANTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Deep side pockets with room
for the hanging pockets. Extra reinforced with double fabric on
thigh. Leg pocket with telephone pocket, pen pocket and tool
pocket. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Folding
rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button. Knee pockets in
Cordura®, opening from the inside, adjustable knee protector
height. Pre-bent knees. Bottom of back side of legs reinforced
with Cordura®. Extra wide back pockets. Back and leg pockets
have loops for Inbags.
Material: 70% polyamide,30% Cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcement:100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

77

5519 WAISTPANTS
Flat front waistpants. Side pockets in the front. Safety pocket
with zipper on the right side. Leg pockets with slots for your
cell phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops.
Two D-rings. Rule pocket with tool pocket and knife button.
Cordura® knee pockets that open from the inside and height
adjustable knee pads. Cordura® reinforcements at the bottom
of pant legs. Oversized back pockets. Left back pocket with lid.
Back and leg pockets have loops for Inbags.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

77

172

771

5407 JACKET
Zipper all the way up to the collar. Front zipper closure with
snap buttons. Two breast pockets with bellow pleat and
Cordura®-reinforced pocket flaps. Loops under breast pockets
for Inbags. Two deep side pockets. Large inner pockets, one
with room for documents and a smaller one with a zipper.
Adjustable waistband and cuff with Cordura® reinforcement.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

56

99

5516 WAISTPANTS
Heavy duty cotton twill pants. Side pockets in front and safety
pocket with zipper on the right hand side. Two outside back
pockets. Two leg pockets. The left hand side leg pocket has
a flap and inside slot for your mobile phone. Rule pocket with
tool slot and knife button. D-ring for keys, ID-card etc. Inside
knee protection pockets. Loops under the back pockets and leg
pockets for attaching Inbags.
Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2
Colour: ProJob blue-56, black-99
Size: C44–C62, D84–D120, C146–C156

56

173

5514 PIRATE PANT
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with slots for your
phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two
D-rings. Rule pocket with tool slot and knife button. Cordura®
knee pockets that open from the inside and adjustable knee
pad height. Pre-bent knees. Left back pocket has a flap. Back
pockets and leg pockets have Inbags loops.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77
Size: C44–C62

77

5518 SHORTS
Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked away; one with
extra pockets and one with tool loops. The nail pockets are
100% Cordura® reinforced. Leg pockets with slots for your
phone, pens and tools. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two
D-rings. Rule pocket with tool slot and knife button. Cordura®
thigh pockets. Left back pocket has a flap. Back pockets and leg
pockets have Inbags loops.
Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: grey-98, brown-77
Size: C44-C62

77

174

5603 DUNGAREES
Adjustable braces. Comfortable material in back. Extra reinforced with
double fabric on thigh. Two loose-hanging breast pockets with pen
compartment and tool compartment, which can be buttoned down.
Concealed inner pockets for gloves or documents. Button and loop for
knife on each side. Two hanging nail pockets that can be tucked in, one
with extra pockets, one with tool loops. Nail pockets reinforced with
100% Cordura®. Two adjustable hammer holders. Two D-rings. Knife
pocket with room for knife sheath. Leg pocket with telephone pocket,
pen pocket and tool pocket. Folding rule pocket with tool pocket
and knife button. Extra wide back pockets with reinforcements. Knee
protector pockets in Cordura®, opening from the inside, height of knee
protectors adjustable. Rounded knees. Bottom of back side of legs
reinforced with Cordura®. Back pockets and leg pockets adapted for
Inbags.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 Back: 100% stretch
polyester
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: stone-83
Size: C44–C62, D96–D120, C146–C156

83

5702 VEST
Belt with adjustable buckle, keeping the vest snugly in place for
less strain on shoulders. Two-way front zipper. Loops all around.
Two D-rings. Broad adjustable shoulder straps with a Velcro
lock. Two loose-hanging breast pockets with pen compartment
and tool compartment, which can be buttoned down.
Concealed inner pockets for gloves or drawings. Button and
loop for knife on each side. Four loose-hanging nail pockets.
The front nail pockets have extra pockets, one with tool loops.
Nail pockets are reinforced with 100% Cordura®. Two adjustable
hammer holders.
Material: 100% cotton 330 g/m2 Back: 100% stretch polyester
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura®
Colour: white-00
Size: XS-XXXL

00

175

6302 ADVANCED FLEECE EN471-CLASS 3
Functional water resistant breathable fleece jacket. Two breast
pockets; one with curved zipper and inside phone slot. D-ring in
the front. Cordura® reinforced collar, front flap, side panels and
yoke. End sleeve thumb split. Two side pockets with zippers in
front. One-hand grip drawstring at the lower hem.
Material: 100% laminated polyester fleece
Reinforcements: 100 % polyamide, Cordura®
Safety class: EN471-CLASS 3
Colour: ProJob yellow-10, orange-17
Size: XS-XXXL

17

9011 FLEECE CAP
All-round cap in warm microfleece. Perfect under the helmet,
for example.
Material: 100% polyester
56

Colour: ProJob blue-56
Size: ONE SIZE

176

7401 CHEF’S JACKET
Classic model with detachable pearl buttons.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m2
Colour: white-00, navy-58, black-99
Size: XS-XXXL

58

7406 CHEF’S JACKET LADIES
Classic model with detachable pearl buttons. Nanotex-treated
cotton for easier maintenance. Ventilated back with wicking
effect.
Material: 100% cotton, Nanotex 245 g/m2, 100% polyester
Colour: white-00
Size: XS-XXXL
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Model

Color

Page

1001

black (99)

144

1002

black (99)

144

1003

black (99)

144

1005

black (99)

144

1101

black (99)

147

1102

black (99)

147

1201

black (99)

146

2014

white (00), red (35), black (99), grey (83), navy (58)

136

2015

white (00), red (35), black (99), grey (83), navy (58)

136

2016

red (35), navy (58), grey (98), white (00), black (99)

134

2016

yellow (10), orange (17)

134

2017

white (00), black (99)

134

2017

yellow (10), orange (17)

134

2018

black (99)

137

2116

black (99), brown (77)

53/169

2117

black (99)

51

2118

grey (83), navy (58), red (35), black (99)

137

2119

grey (83), navy (58), red (35), black (99)

138

2120

grey (83), navy (58), red (35), black (99)

138

2121

black (99), white (00), grey (98), navy (58), black (999)

50/168

2122

black (99)

53

2123

black (99)

50

2124

navy (58), grey (98), black (99)

138

2219

red (35), navy (58), khaki (82), graphite (94), black (99)

141

2318

navy (58), grey (98), black (99)

140

2319

navy (58), grey (98), black (99)

140

2420

navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

141

2500

navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

68

2501

navy (58), khaki (82), grey (83), black (99)

68

2502

58 (navy), khaki (82), grey (83), black (99)

70

2505

navy (58), khaki (82), grey (83), black (99)

70

2506

navy (58), khaki (82), black (99)

71

2507

jeans (57)

133

2508

navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

70

2512

jeans (57)

133

2514

navy (58), black (99)

73

2515

navy (58), black (99)

66/73

2516

navy (58), stone (83), black (99)

69

2517

navy (58), black (99)

69

Model

Color

Page

2718

grey (83), 35 (red), navy (58), black (99)

141

2599

black (99)

159

3002

brown (77), grey (83)

168

3005

grey (83), black (99)

51/123

3010

white (00), grey (98), black (99)

122

3011

white (00), grey (98), black (99)

122

3101

black (99)

120

3102

Projob blue (56)

121

3103

black (99)

120

3104

Projob blue (56)

121

3105

black (99)

119

3305

black (99)

125

3306

grey (98), black (99), red (35)

124

3307

grey (98), black (99), red (35)

124

3405

navy (58), black (99)

129

3406

black (99), navy (58), grey (98), red (35)

127

3407

black (99), navy (58), grey (98), red (35)

127

3501

grey (93), black (99)

120

3502

Projob blue (56)

121

3504

white (00), black (99)

123

3505

black (99)

119

3509

navy (58), black (99)

129

4201

red (35), navy (58), graphite (94), black (99)

78

4301

black (99)

76

4302

navy (58), black (99), grey (83)

77

4401

white (00), navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

62

4402

navy (58), black (99)

76

4406

black (99)

83

4408

grey (98), brown (77)

42/170

4409

grey (98)

43

4411

black (99)

82

4413

black melange (996)

83

4414

navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

77

4415

black (99)

171

4416

black (99)

125

4419

navy (58), black (99)

74

4420

navy (58) black (99)

74

4430

black (99)

128

4501

navy (58), black (99)

72
187

188

Model

Color

Page

4503

black (99)

81

4504

dark grey (96)

71

4506

grey (83), black (99)

71

4511

black (99)

81

4512

navy (58)

72

4514

black (99)

81

4530

black (99)

128

4601

grey (96)

79

4602

navy (58)

79

5203

red (35), navy (58), graphite (94), black (99)

78

5205

red (35), navy (58), graphite (94), black (99)

63

5210

red (35), navy (58), grey (83), black (99)

63

5402

black (99), navy (58)

62/171

5403

grey (83)

61

5406

white (00)

58

5407

PJ blue (56), black (99)

173

5409

grey (98). brown (77)

43/170

5411

black (99), Projob blue (56)

40

5413

black (99), Projob blue (56)

42

5414

black (99)

48

5524

black (99)

48

5501

PJ blue (56), grey (83), black (99)

54

5502

PJ blue (56), black (99)

55

5503

black (99)

57

5504

white (00)

59

5505

white (00)

58

5506

grey (83)

60

5509

white (00)

60

5512

royal blue (55), navy (58), black (99)

57

5513

grey (98), black (99), brown (77)

44/172

5514

grey (98), brown (77)

45/174

5515

PJ blue (56)

54

5516

PJ blue (56)

173

5517

PJ blue (56), 99 (black)

56

5518

grey (98), brown (77)

45/174

5519

grey (98), brown (77), brown (771)

44/172

5521

grey/black (98), black/grey (99)

46

5524

black (99)

48

5526

navy (58) black (99)

58

Model

Color

Page

5527

grey (98), black (99)

46

5603

grey (83)

175

5605

white (00)

59

5607

PJ blue (56), black (99)

55

5701

PJ blue (56), black (99)

56

5702

white (00)

175

5703

grey (83)

61

6003

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

28

6005

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

28

6006

yellow/navy (10), orange (17)

29

6007

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

29

6101

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

32

6102

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

31

6103

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

31

6302

yellow/navy (10)

22

6303

yellow/navy (10), yellow/black (11), orange/grey (17)

22

6401

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

19

6403

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

37

6405

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

20

6406

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

21

6407

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

19

6409

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

18

6410

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

18

6412

yellow/black (11), orange/grey (17)

14

6417

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

23

6418

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

16

6419

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

17

6420

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

16

6466

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

36

6490

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

30

6501

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

24

6502

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

25

6503

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

26

6504

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

37

6506

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

25

6507

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

24

6510

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

26

6514

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), yellow/black (11)

23

6522

yellow/navy (10), yellow/black (11)

27 / 47
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190

Model

Color

Page

6523

yellow/navy (10), yellow/black (11)

27

6566

yellow/navy (10), orange (17)

36

6702

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

34

6703

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

35

6704

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

32

6705

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

33

6707

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17)

34

7401

white (00), black (99), navy (58)

104/177

7403

white (00)

104

7405

white (00)

104

7406

white (00)

177

7407

white (00), black (99)

102

7408

white (00), black (99)

102

7409

white (00), black (99)

103

7410

white (00), black (99)

103

7504

pepita (01)

105

7505

pepita (01)

105

7801

white (00), black (99), navy (58)

109

7802

white (00), black (99), navy (58)

107

7807

white (00), navy (58), black (99), camouflage (02)

107

7808

white (00), navy (58), black (99), camouflage (02)

108

7809

black (99)

108

7811

white (00)

109

7812

00 (white) - SIZE M

106

7812

00 (white) - SIZE L

106

7813

black/grey stripe (98)

111

7814

black/grey stripe (98)

106

7901

white (00)

112

7902

white (00), navy (58), black (99), camouflage (02)

112

7905

black (99)

113

7906

white (00), navy (58), black (99)

113

7907

white (00)

113

7908

white (00)

113

8001

blue melange (54)

95

8101

blue melange (54)

94

8102

blue melange (54)

95

8103

blue melange (54)

94

8402

Projob yellow (10)

92

8404

Projob yellow (10)

90

Model

Color

Page

8503

Projob yellow (10)

93

8504

Projob yellow (10)

92

8901

black (99)

97

8902

black (99)

97

9001

black (99)

148

9004

black (99)

148

9007

grey melange (95)

151

9008

light grey (93)

154

9012

black (99)

149

9013

Projob yellow (10), orange (17)

33 / 153

9014

black (99)

150

9015

black (99)

150

9017

black (99)

151

9018

black (99)

151

9019

black (99)

154

9020

black (99)

148

9024

white (00), PJ blue (56), black (99)

155

9026

black (99)

153

9027

black (99)

149

9028

black (99) - grey (945)

149

9029

black (99)

146

9030

black (99)

156

9032

black (99)

155

9033

black (99)

156

9035

black (99)

155

9036

black (99)

147

9037

yellow/navy (10), orange/grey (17), black (99)

152

9038

yellow (10), orange (17), black (99)

153

9039

white (00), yellow (10), red (35), grey (98), black (99)

154

9050

PJ blue (56)

157

9056

projob blue (56)

157

9502

grey (83)

165

9508

PJ blue (56)

167

9511

grey (83)

165

9512

black (99)

166

9513

grey (83)

166

9599

black (99)

159

191

192

193

www.projob.se

